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ABSTRACT
The field of Reinforcement Learning is concerned with teaching agents to take op-
timal decisions to maximize their total utility in complicated environments. A Re-
inforcement Learning problem, generally described by the Markov Decision Pro-
cess formalism, has several complex interacting components, unlike in other ma-
chine learning settings. I distinguish three: the state-space/ transition model, the
reward function, and the observation model. In this thesis, I present a framework
for studying how the state of knowledge or uncertainty of each component affects
the Reinforcement Learning process. I focus on the reward function and the ob-
servation model, which has traditionally received little attention. Algorithms for
learning good policies when these components are completely specified are well
understood. However, it is less clear what to do when they are unknown, uncer-
tain or irrelevant. In this thesis, I describe how to adapt Reinforcement Learning
algorithms to cope with these situations.
Recently there has been great interest in the Inverse Reinforcement Learning
problem where the objective is to learn the reward function from evidence of an
agent’s reward-maximizing policy. The usual goal is to perform apprenticeship
learning where the agent learns the optimal action to perform from an expert.
However, sometimes the reward function is of independent interest as well. I
describe a Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning approach to this problem.
BIRL uses a generative model to describe the decision-making process and by
inverting it we can infer the reward function from action observations. It is dis-
tinguished from other IRL approaches by placing emphasis on the accuracy of the
reward function in itself, and not just as an intermediate step to apprenticeship
learning. BIRL is also able to handle incomplete and contradictory information
from the expert. It has been applied successfully to preference elicitation prob-
lem for computer games and robot manipulation. In a recent comparison of IRL
approaches, BIRL was the best-performing general IRL algorithm.
I also extend this model to do a related task, Reward Shaping. In reward
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shaping, we seek to adjust a known reward function to make the learning agent
converge on the optimal policy as fast as possible. Reward shaping has been
proposed and studied previously in many applications, typically using additive
potential functions. However the requirement of absolute policy-invariance is too
strict to admit many useful cases of shaping. I define Bayesian Reward Shaping,
which is a generalization to a soft form of reward shaping, and provide algorithms
for achieving it.
The impact of observation models on reinforcement learning has been studied
even less than reward functions. This is surpising, considering how adding partial
observability to an MDP model blows up the computational complexity and hence
a better understanding of the tradeoffs between representational accuracy and ef-
ficiency would be helpful. In this work, I describe how in certain cases POMDPs
can be approximated by MDPs or slightly more complicated models with bounded
performance loss. I also present an algorithm, called Smoothed Q-Learning for
learning policies when the observation models are uncertain. Smoothed Sarsa is
based on the idea that in many real-world POMDPs better state estimates can
be made at later time steps and thus delaying the backup step of a temporal
difference-based algorithm can shortcut the uncertainty in the obervation model
and approximate the underlying MDP better.
Combining these approaches together (Bayesian Reward Shaping and Smoothed
Sarsa), a mobile robot was trained to execute delivery tasks in an office environ-
ment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
There is, it seems to us,
At best, only a limited value
In the knowledge derived from experience.
The knowledge imposes a pattern, and falsifies,
For the pattern is new in every moment
And every moment is a new and shocking
Valuation of all we have been.
– T S Eliot, “East Coker”
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a popular framework for studying complex
decision making problems in AI. In reinforcement learning, an agent is faced with
a sequence of states and must take decisions at each state to maximize its long
term utility. Reinforcement learning has been an active area of research for over
20 years (perhaps even longer, see [Bel57]). The field has reached maturity in
finding solutions of decision-making problems in the “classic” Markov Decision
Process setting [How60]. However, many more realistic variations of the problem
are under active investigation and a systematic study of the components of the
decision making process is in its infancy.
Unlike more typical machine learning problems such as classification or re-
gression, Reinforcement Learning has many moving parts. In a real-world decision-
making problem we are often tasked with choosing actions when there is igno-
rance or uncertainty about one or more of them. In the most general Partially
Observable Markov Decision Problem formulation [Son78], we can identify three
relevant components:
1. The state space, action space and transition function describe the environ-
ment and its dynamics. When these are fully known to the agent, the prob-
lem of finding optimal policies is called Solving the (PO)MDP and it is
a purely computational task. When they are not known, we have to learn
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from experience, and this is the classical Reinforcement Learning problem.
RL is generally distinguished into two types - model-based[KS02, BT01]
where we attempt to learn the model in addition to learning a policy, and
model-free[RN94, Wat89] where a policy is learned directly.
2. The reward function captures the objectives, goals and motivation for the
agent’s choice of actions. Uncertainty in the reward function in the form
of a probability distribution can be easily handled in the MDP framework
by taking the expectation of the reward function. However, ignorance of
the reward function can be encountered as well. In Inverse Reinforcement
learning [Rus98], we try to learn a suitable reward function by observing
the actions of experts. In Reward Shaping [CH94], a teacher modifies the
reward signal of the learning agent to encourage intended behaviors.
3. The observation model describes the state of knowledge of the agent. This is
a layer of uncertainty that is often omitted yielding the classical MDP which
is far more tractable though unrealistic in real-world decision making prob-
lems. In full blown POMDPs, the addition of the observation model intro-
duces a level of complexity (polynomail-time to PSPACE-complete [PT87]
) that severely restrict practical applications of current state of the art algo-
rithms [SV04]. Despite that, models with intermediate levels of complexity
have gotten little attention.
In this thesis, I study how knowledge, ignorance and uncertainty of these in-
dividual components affect the overall Reinforcement learning process. Since re-
ward functions and observation models are the least understood, I focus on these.
I show that Reinforcement Learning is a very flexible paradigm and adaptations
of many standard RL approaches can be used in more complex formulations.
1.1 Contributions of this thesis
Broadly speaking, in this thesis I study the implications for reinforcement learning
of knowledge of the reward function and ignorance of the observation model. I
show that insight into these situation (and hence solutions) can be obtained by
studying the process by which decision making is done in basic MDP models. A
concise statement of my thesis is:
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Solutions for more general Reinforcement Learning problems can be found by
analyzing models of the decision making process in simpler ones.
1. Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning
The key idea of my approach is to treat IRL as an inference problem, where
the actions of the agent we are learning from are used as evidence to modify
our belief about its reward function. By modeling the decision making pro-
cess probabilistically we can use Bayes theorem to do this inference. Unlike
other approaches to IRL [AN04, NS07], our method gives cental impor-
tance to learning the reward function itself, and is not solely motivated by
apprenticeship learning. This is useful in tasks where the reward function
is of independent interest such as preference elicitation. It can be used in
cases where the expert gives incomplete or contradictory advice. Our rep-
resentation makes it easy to incorporate domain knowledge or declarative
advice about the reward function through informative priors. BIRL has been
used for eliciting player preferences in adventure games, teaching a robot
to manipulate objects [LMM08] and performed competitively in a recent
comparison of IRL methods [ZMBD08]. Since the field of IRL has shown
a surge of interest in the recent past, I also include a comprehensive survey
and comparison of IRL methods in the literature.
2. Bayesian Reward Shaping
In reward shaping [CH94], we seek to modify the (fixed) reward function
of a learning agent in order to help it learn the optimal policy at a faster rate.
Reward shaping has been suggested to alleviate the temporal credit assign-
ment problem typical of MDPs with sparse rewards [RA98]. It is usual to
assume that the optimal policy remains invariant under the reward shap-
ing process. Most methods acheive this by using a potential-based shaping
function [NHR99].
I extend my generative model for BIRL to give a solution for reward shap-
ing. By plugging in the original reward function into the likelihood model
for actions, a soft form of policy invariance is obtained. Meanwhile the prior
is constructed to favor fast learning. This can be done in two ways: by using
an Ising-type distribution with an anti-ferromagnetic phase that spreads the
rewards around the state space as much as possible, or by using clues from
common-sense knowledge of the domain.
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Unlike previous reward shaping constructions, my approach enforces a soft
form of policy invariance, allowing us to use a richer space of possible shap-
ing functions. It also makes it possible to partially specify the portion of the
policy that we wish to keep invariant, which makes it useful in cases where
the teacher is only interested in the student’s behaviour on subsets of the
state space.
3. Approximating Observation models
In this part of my thesis, I analyze some approximate heuristics for solv-
ing POMDPs and show non-trivial bounds on the loss of performance ver-
sus the optimal POMDP solutions in certain cases. Surprisingly I show
the first bound on the performance of the Most-likely-state (MLS) heuris-
tic on what I call Almost MDPs, i.e. POMDPs with bounded uncertainty
in reachable belief states. This can be generalized to a heuristic that ap-
proximates a POMDP with a constant-delay MDP (CMDP), a formulation
introduced and studied by [WNL07] for POMDP. I call POMDPs that can
be well-approximated by CMDPs Almost CMDPs and show similar bounds
on these.
4. Smoothed Reinforcement Learning
Using the intuition developed above I discuss an improved reinforcement
learning algorithm for POMDPs applicable in cases where we have im-
perfect access to the observation model. The aim of our Smoothed Sarsa
algorithm is to shortcut the observation model and learn a policy for the
underlying MDP directly. The key idea is to delay the learning step until
better information about our current state is obtained. In many cases (such
as those where the assumptions of the previous section are valid) this will
lead to faster convergence because of variance reduction. Smoothed Sarsa
can be generalized to a variability traces framework, similar to eligibility
traces for TD(λ), where the smoothing is done across multiple time steps.
5. Delivery tasks on a mobile robot
I successfully demonstrated the use of Reinforcement Learning in training
a Pioneer robot to do errands and deliveries in an office environment. The
task required navigation and task-level decision-making. Smoothed Sarsa
was used to learn a policy independent of the observation model (simulation
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or real robot) along with a novel heirarchical representation of location that
seperated the state spaces into layers relevant for each step of decision-
making.
1.2 Notation and Terminology
In this section I will lay out the theoretical machinery used for reinforcement
learning. The main object of interest is the Markov Decision Process (MDP), the
most common theoretical framework used for representing sequential decision
making tasks.
It was first introduced in Belman’s seminal paper on Dynamic Programming
[Bel57] although much of the research in this area was stimulated, and indeed the
term MDP popularized, by [How60]. MDPs are an extremely flexible mechanism
for representing complex decision making tasks and have found applications in
areas as diverse as robotics [TBF05a], economics [Lav66], neurobiology [AD01]
and numerous others [Put94].
In this thesis I am primarily concerned with the use of MDPs for Reinforce-
ment Learning. Recall the earlier description of RL as learning optimal behaviour
through experience. RL is often cast concretely in the MDP domain as learning
the policy for an unknown MDP through experience. The experience consists of
an agent situated in the state space of an MDP, taking actions and observing their
outcomes. The agent eventually learns a good policy to operate in the environ-
ment either by building a model of the MDP and solving it or by finessing it to
get the optimal policy directly. In the later sections I briefly survey reinforcement
algorithms for MDP’s developed over the last 20 years, which will serve as a basis
for the rest of my research.
A Markov Decision Problem is a tuple (S,A, T, γ, R) where
• S is a set of states.
• A = {a1, . . . , ak} is a finite set of actions.
• T : S × A× S 7→ [0, 1] is a transition probability function.
• γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.
• R : S×A 7→ R is a reward function, with absolute value bounded byRmax.
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A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple (S,A, T, γ), with the terms de-
fined as before but without a reward function. In general, I will use the abbre-
viation MDP to refer to both Markov Decision Processes and Markov Decision
Problems, unless it is not clear from the context which term is meant.
We adopt the following compact notation from [NR00] for MDPs with finite
state spaces : Fix an enumeration s1 . . . sN of the finite state space S. The reward
function (or any other function on the state-space) can then be represented as an
N -dimensional vectorR, whose ith element is R(si).
A (stationary) policy is a map pi : S 7→ A and the (discounted, infinite-horizon)
value of a policy pi for reward functionR at state s ∈ S,denoted V pi(s,R) is given
by:
V pi(st1 ,R) = R(st1 , at+1) + Est1 ,st2 ,...[γR(st2) + γ
2R(st3) + . . . |pi]
where Pr(sti+1 |sti , pi) = T (sti , pi(sti), sti+1). To solve an MDP means to find an
optimal policy pi∗ such that V pi(s,R) is maximized for all s ∈ S by pi = pi∗.
Indeed, it can be shown (see for example [SB98]) that at least one such policy
always exists for ergodic MDPs. For the solution of Markov Decision Problems,
it is useful to define the following auxilliary Q-function:
Qpi(s, a,R) = R(s, a) + γEs′∼T (s,a,·)[V pi(s′,R)]
We also define the optimalQ-functionQ∗(·, ·,R) as theQ-function of the optimal
policy pi∗ for reward functionR.
We also state the following result concerning Markov Decision Problems (see
[SB98]) :
Theorem 1.1 (Bellman Equations). Given a Markov Decision Problem M =
(S,A, T, γ, R) and a policy pi : S 7→ A. Then,
1. For all s ∈ S, a ∈ A, V pi and Qpi satisfy
V pi(s) = R(s, pi(s)) + γ
∑
s′
T (s, pi(s), s′)V pi(s′) (1.1)
Qpi(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
T (s, a, s′)V pi(s′)
2. pi is an optimal policy for M iff, for all s ∈ S,
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pi(s) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Qpi(s, a) (1.2)
1.2.1 POMDPs
Often the agent executing the MDP does not have direct knowledge about the
current state e.g. A robot navigating around its environment with noisy sensors.
In such a case an extension to MDPs called the Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) [Son78] can be used. A POMDP is defined by a
6-tuple (S,A, T, γ, R, Z,O), where in addition to the MDP elements we have a
finite set of observations Z and an observation model, O : S×A→ Π(Z), where
Π(Z) is the space of probability distributions over Z. The quantity O(s′, a, z)
represents the probability of observing z ∈ Z in state s′ after taking action a.
For brevity, in the rest of this thesis I will not explictly use Z, referring to O as
both the observation space and the model, as the meaning will be clear from the
context.
A policy is now a function from the history of the agent’s actions and ob-
servations upto the current timestep to the action space, i.e. pi : (A,O)k → A.
The belief state, b ∈ Π(s), such that b(s) = Pr(st+1 = s|a1:t, o1:t), is a sufficient
statistic for the history and thus we will also consider policies pi : B → A, defined
on the belief space B, which is the set of all belief states.
POMDPs are notorious difficult to solve even for small problems. Many spe-
cialized solution techniques have been proposed such as PERSEUS [SV04]. One
common approach is to regard the POMDP as an MDP with the belief space B as
the underlying state space (the information-state MDP, see [Lit96]). Many algo-
rithms we describe will be in this spirit. In particular, we define Q functions over
the belief space. For every bt ∈ B,
Qpi(bt, a) = Est∼bt [Q
pi(st, a)]
= R(bt, a) + γEbt+1∼T (bt,a,·)[V
pi(bt+1)]
Note that we have extended the definition of T,R,Q and V to the belief state by
taking expectations in the obvious way. A longer exposition of POMDPs and their
solution methods can be found in [Lit96].
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Algorithm 1 Tabular Q-learning.
Input: Initial belief state b0.
Initialize Q(b, a) arbitrarily.
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . until Q converges do
Choose at for bt using policy derived from Q (e.g. -greedy).
Take action at, observe rt, bt+1.
Q(bt, at)
α← rt + γmaxaQ(bt+1, a)−Q(bt, at)
end for
Return Q
1.2.2 Reinforcement Learning
Solving an MDP is a purely computational task and can be done in psuedo-
polynomial time. In contrast, Reinforcement Learning is a more difficult problem
where an agent is placed in the environment of an MDP without any knowledge
of its transition or reward structure. The agent proceeds to perform actions taking
it from state to state where it observes the results and collects rewards. By explor-
ing the MDP and adjusting its actions over time, the agent finds a good policy to
acheive maximum return. Since this is generally performed in an online setting,
with the agent interacting with an environment which gives it state and reward
signals based on its actions from which it learns a policy, RL is a learning task.
Reinforcement Learning is a popular tool and a subject of active research (See
[Sze10] for a survey of recent results). Q-learning (Table 1.2.2) is a simple and
popular example of an RL algorithm from [Wat89]. It is a model-free approach
that does not try to learn the dynamics of the MDP, but estimates the Q function
directly through repeated trials. Some algorithms I present later will be derived
from it.
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CHAPTER 2
BAYESIAN INVERSE REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING
Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) is the problem of learning the reward func-
tion underlying a Markov Decision Process given the dynamics of the system and
the behaviour of an expert. IRL is motivated by situations where knowledge of
the rewards is a goal by itself (as in preference elicitation) and by the task of ap-
prenticeship learning (learning policies from an expert). In this chapter I show
how to combine prior knowledge and evidence from the expert’s actions to derive
a probability distribution over the space of reward functions. I present efficient
algorithms that find solutions for the reward learning and apprenticeship learn-
ing tasks that generalize well over these distributions. Experimental results show
strong improvement for our methods over previous heuristic-based approaches.
2.1 Introduction
The Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) problem is defined in [Rus98] as fol-
lows:
Determine The reward function that an agent is optimizing.
Given
1. Measurement of the agent’s behaviour over time, in a variety of circum-
stances.
2. Measurements of the sensory inputs to that agent
3. A model of the environment.
In the context of Markov Decision Processes, this translates into determining
the reward function of the agent from knowledge of the policy it executes and the
dynamics of the state-space.
The first, utility elicitation, is estimating the unknown reward function as ac-
curately as possible. It is useful in situations where the reward function is of
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interest by itself, for example when constructing models of animal and human
learning or modelling opponent in competitive games. Pokerbots can improve
performance against suboptimal human opponents by learning reward functions
that account for the utility of money, preferences for certain hands or situations
and other idiosyncrasies [BPSS98]. There are also connections to various prefer-
ence elicitation problems in economics [Sar94].
The second task is apprenticeship learning - using observations of an expert’s
actions to decide one’s own behaviour. It is possible in this situation to directly
learn the policy from the expert [AS97]. However the reward function is generally
the most succint, robust and transferable representation of the task, and completely
determines the optimal policy (or set of policies). In addition, knowledge of the
reward function allows the agent to generalize better i.e. a new policy can be com-
puted when the environment changes. IRL is thus likely to be the most effective
method here.
Here I model the IRL problem from a Bayesian perspective. I consider the
actions of the expert as evidence that I use to update a prior on reward functions. I
solve reward learning and apprenticeship learning using this posterior. I perform
inference for these tasks using a modified Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm. I show that the Markov Chain for our distribution with a uniform
prior mixes rapidly, and that the algorithm converges to the correct answer in
polynomial time. The original IRL formulation of [NR00] arises as a special case
of Bayesian IRL (BIRL) with a Laplacian prior.
There are a number of advantages of this technique over previous work: we
do not need a completely specified optimal policy as input to the IRL agent, nor
do we need to assume that the expert is infallible. Also, we can incorporate ex-
ternal information about specific IRL problems into the prior of the model, or use
evidence from multiple experts.
IRL was first studied in the machine learning setting by [NR00] who described
algorithms that found optimal rewards for MDPs having both finite and infinite
states. Experimental results show improved performance by our techniques in the
finite case.
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Figure 2.1: An example IRL problem. Bold lines represent the optimal action a1
for each state and broken lines represent some other action a2. Action a1 in s1 has
probabilities 0.4,0.3 and 0.3 of going to states s1, s2, s3 respectively, and all other
actions are deterministic.
2.2 Bayesian IRL
One of the chief difficulties of IRL is that in contrast to regular Reinforcement
Learning it is generally an underspecified or ill-posed problem. For any given pol-
icy, there can be more than one reward function for which that policy is optimal.
For example, consider the MDP shown in Figure 2.1. There are three reasonable
kinds of reward functions that could “explain” this policy. For example, a reward
function R1 such that R1(s1) >> R1(s2), R1(s3), R1(s0), would explain why the
policy tries to return to the state s1,and similar reward functions can be described
favoring states s2 and s3. Thus IRL needs to return a more general answer than a
single reward function or additional constraints must be given in the problem to
distinguish between reward functions that are compatible with the policy.
In this work we use probability distributions to represent the uncertainty in
reward function and treat IRL as a probabilistic inference task. We specify a
generative model of how actions are taken by agents attempting to maximize a
particular reward function. We then use the observed expert’s actions as evidence
to update a posterior distributions on reward functions. In the sequel, we will
describe our model and the algorithms used for inference.
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2.2.1 Evidence from the Expert
Now we present the details of our Bayesian IRL model (Fig. 2.2). We derive a
posterior distribution for the rewards from a prior distribution and a probabilistic
model of the expert’s actions given the reward function.
Consider an MDP M = (S,A, T, γ) and an agent X (the expert) operating in
this MDP. We assume that a reward function R for X is chosen from a (known)
prior distribution PR. The IRL agent receives a series of observations of the ex-
pert’s behaviour OX = {(s1, a1), (s2, a2) . . . (sk, ak)} which means that X was in
state si and took action ai at time step i. For generality, we will not specify the
algorithm that X uses to determine his (possibly stochastic) policy, but we make
the following assumptions about his behaviour:
1. X is attempting to maximize the total accumulated reward (value function)
according to R. For example, X is not using an epsilon greedy policy to
explore his environment.
2. X executes a stationary policy, i.e. it is invariant w.r.t. time and does not
change depending on the actions and observations made in previous time
steps.
For example, X could be an agent that learned a policy for (M,R) using a rein-
forcement learning algorithm.
The probability of the observed experts trajectory can be factorized as follows:
PrX (OX |R) = PrX ((s1, a1)|R)PrX ((s2, a2)|(s1, a1),R)
. . . P rX ((sk, ak)|(s1, a1), . . . , (sk−1, ak−1)R)
However because the process is Markovian and the expert’s policy is station-
ary, at each step the action taken by the expert depends only on the current state
and is independent of the history. Therefore,
PrX (OX |R) = PrX ((s1, a1)|R)PrX ((s2, a2)|R)
. . . P rX ((sk, ak)|R)
The expert’s goal of maximizing accumulated reward is equivalent to finding
the action for which the Q∗ value at each state is maximum. Therefore the larger
Q∗(s, a) is, the more likely it is that X would choose action a at state s. This
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likelihood increases the more confident we are in X ’s ability to select a good
action. We model this by an exponential distribution for the likelihood of (si, ai),
with Q∗ as a potential function:
PrX ((si, ai)|R) = 1
Zi
eαXQ
∗(si,ai,R)
where αX is a parameter1 representing the degree of confidence we have in X ’s
ability to choose actions with high value. This distribution satisfies our assump-
tions and is easy to reason with. The likelihood of the entire evidence is :
PrX (OX |R) = 1
Z
eαXE(OX ,R)
where E(OX ,R) =
∑
iQ
∗(si, ai,R) and Z is the appropriate normalizing con-
stant. We can think of this likelihood function as a Boltzmann-type distribution
with energy E(OX ,R) and temperature 1αX .
Now, we compute the posterior probability of reward function R by applying
Bayes theorem,
PrX (R|OX ) = PrX (OX |R)PR(R)
Pr(OX )
=
1
Z ′
eαXE(OX ,R)PR(R) (2.1)
Computing the normalizing constant Z ′ is hard. However the sampling algo-
rithms we will use for inference only need the ratios of the densities at two points,
so this is not a problem.
2.2.2 Priors
When no other information is given, we may assume that the rewards are indepen-
dently identically distributed (i.i.d.) by the principle of maximum entropy. Most
of the prior functions considered here will be of this form. The exact prior to use
however, depends on the characteristics of the problem:
1. If we are completely agnostic about the prior, we can use the uniform dis-
1Note that the probabilities of the evidence should be conditioned on αX as well (Fig 2.2). But
it will be simpler to treat αX as just a parameter of the distribution.
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Figure 2: The BIRL model
value. This distribution satisfies our assumptions and is easy
to reason with. The likelihood of the entire evidence is :
PrX (OX |R) = 1
Z
eαXE(OX ,R)
where E(OX ,R) =∑iQ∗(si, ai,R) and Z is the appropriatenormalizing constant. We can think of this likelihood func-
tion as a Boltzmann-type distribution with energy E(OX ,R)
and temperature 1αX .Now, we compute the posterior probability of reward func-
tionR by applying Bayes theorem,
PrX (R|OX ) = PrX (OX |R)PR(R)
Pr(OX )
=
1
Z ′
eαXE(OX ,R)PR(R) (3)
Computing the normalizing constant Z ′ is hard. However
the sampling algorithms we will use for inference only need
the ratios of the densities at two points, so this is not a prob-
lem.
3.2 Priors
When no other information is given, we may assume that the
rewards are independently identically distributed (i.i.d.) by
the principle of maximum entropy. Most of the prior func-
tions considered in this paper will be of this form. The exact
prior to use however, depends on the characteristics of the
problem:
1. If we are completely agnostic about the prior, we can
use the uniform distribution over the space −Rmax ≤
R(s) ≤ Rmax for each s ∈ S. If we do not want to spec-
ify any Rmax we can try the improper prior P (R) = 1
for allR ∈ Rn.
2. Many real world Markov decision problems have parsi-
monious reward structures, with most states having neg-
ligible rewards. In such situations, it would be better to
assume a Gaussian or Laplacian prior:
PGaussian(R(s) = r) =
1√
2piσ
e−
r2
2σ2 , ∀s ∈ S
on αX as well (Fig 2). But it will be simpler to treat αX as just a
parameter of the distribution.
PLaplace(R(s) = r) =
1
2σ
e−
|r|
2σ , ∀s ∈ S
3. If the underlying MDP represented a planning-type
problem, we expect most states to have low (or negative)
rewards but a few states to have high rewards (corre-
sponding to the goal); this can be modeled by a Beta dis-
tribution for the reward at each state, which has modes
at high and low ends of the reward space:
PBeta(R(s) = r) =
1
( rRmax )
1
2 (1− rRmax )
1
2
, ∀s ∈ S
In section 6.1, we give an example of how more informa-
tive priors can be constructed for particular IRL problems.
4 Inference
We now use the model of section 3 to carry out the two tasks
described in the introduction: reward learning and appren-
ticeship learning. Our general procedure is to derive minimal
solutions for appropriate loss functions over the posterior (Eq.
3). Some proofs are omitted for lack of space.
4.1 Reward Learning
Reward learning is an estimation task. The most common loss
functions for estimation problems are the linear and squared
error loss functions:
Llinear(R, Rˆ) = ‖ R− Rˆ ‖1
LSE(R, Rˆ) = ‖ R− Rˆ ‖2
whereR and Rˆ are the actual and estimated rewards, respec-
tively. IfR is drawn from the posterior distribution (3), it can
be shown that the expected value ofLSE(R, Rˆ) is minimized
by setting Rˆ to the mean of the posterior (see [Berger, 1993]).
Similarily, the expected linear loss is minimized by setting Rˆ
to the median of the distribution. We discuss how to compute
these statistics for our posterior in section 5.
It is also common in Bayesian estimation problems to use
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) value as the estimator. In
fact we have the following result:
Theorem 2. When the expert’s policy is optimal and fully
specified, the IRL algorithm of [Ng and Russell, 2000] is
equivalent to returning the MAP estimator for the model of
(3) with a Laplacian prior.
However in IRL problems where the posterior distribution
is typically multimodal, a MAP estimator will not be as rep-
resentative as measures of central tendency like the mean.
4.2 Apprenticeship Learning
For the apprenticeship learning task, the situation is more in-
teresting. Since we are attempting to learn a policy pi, we can
formally define the following class of policy loss functions:
Lppolicy(R,pi) =‖ V ∗(R)− V pi(R) ‖p
where V ∗(R) is the vector of optimal values for each state
acheived by the optimal policy for R and p is some norm.
We wish to find the pi that minimizes the expected policy loss
over the posterior distribution for R. The following theorem
accomplishes this:
Figure 2.2: The BIRL model
tribution over the space −Rmax ≤ R(s) ≤ Rmax for each s ∈ S. If we do
not want to specify any Rmax we can try the improper prior P (R) = 1 f r
allR ∈ Rn.
2. Many real world M rkov decision problems have parsimonious reward struc-
tures, with most states having negligible rewards. In such situation , it
would be better to assume a Gaussian or Laplacian prior:
PGaussian(R(s) = r) =
1√
2piσ
e−
r2
2σ2 ,∀s ∈ S
PLaplace(R( ) = r) =
1
2σ
e−
|r|
2σ ,∀s ∈ S
3. If the underlying MDP represented a planning-type problem, we expect
most states to have low (or negative) rewards but a few states to have high
rewards (correspond g to the goal); this can be modeled a Beta distri-
bution for the reward at each state, which has modes at high and low ends
of the reward space:
PBeta(R(s) = r) =
1
( r
Rmax
)
1
2 (1− r
Rmax
)
1
2
,∀s ∈ S
In section 2.5.1, we give an example of how more informative prio s can be
constructed for particular IRL problems.
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2.3 Inference
We now use the model of section 2.2 to carry out the two tasks described in the
introduction: reward learning and apprenticeship learning. Our general procedure
is to derive minimal solutions for appropriate loss functions over the posterior (Eq.
2.1). Some proofs are omitted for lack of space.
2.3.1 Reward Learning
Reward learning is an estimation task. For many tasks will need knowledge of the
actual reward function. For example:
1. In fields such as economics and political science, we are often interested
in determining what the actions of actors in certain situations demonstrate
about revealed preferences [Sar94]. For example, stock market investors are
well known to have varying risk-appetites [JEI87]. Conventional research
has difficulty eliciting this kind of information through opinion polls and
questionaires. Even domain experts have difficulty articulating the utility
models they use to guide decision-making. However by observing the actual
decisions they make, we can make inferences about the utilities through
IRL.
2. In tasks involving transfer learning, knowing the reward function used by
an expert for the original problem, we can deduce the right changes to make
to it for a slightly different task or a related task in the same domain. This
is frequently easier than designing a reward function for the new task from
scratch. For example, after we have learned a useful reward function for
autonomous control of a helicopter, we can then modify it appropriately for
doing a novel acrobatic maneuvre.
3. Imagine we are playing a game such as Poker against an opponent using
a suboptimal strategy. For example, an opponent in Poker might have a
preference for gambling with certain hands or be scared of big pots. One
way to model this behaviour is to assume that he is working from a different
reward model than defined by the rules of the game. This has the potential
to be much simpler than analysing the entire tree of possible sub-optimal
strategies. We can use IRL to find this implicit reward function and proceed
to exploit it.
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Since we are picking one reward function to return from a distribution, we
need to specify a loss function. The loss function represents the cost of choosing
an estimated reward function Rˆ when the true reward function is R. The most
common loss functions for estimation problems are the linear and squared error
loss functions:
Llinear(R, Rˆ) = ‖ R− Rˆ ‖1
LSE(R, Rˆ) = ‖ R− Rˆ ‖2
where R and Rˆ are the actual and estimated rewards, respectively. If R is drawn
from the posterior distribution (2.1), it can be shown that the expected value of
LSE(R, Rˆ) is minimized by setting Rˆ to the mean of the posterior (see [Ber93]).
Similarily, the expected linear loss is minimized by setting Rˆ to the median of
the distribution. We discuss how to compute these statistics for our posterior in
section 2.3.3.
It is also common in Bayesian estimation problems to use the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) value as the estimator. However in IRL problems where the
posterior distribution is typically multimodal, a MAP estimator will not be as rep-
resentative as measures of central tendency like the mean. For further discussion
on this topic see [Ber93].
2.3.2 Apprenticeship Learning
In apprenticeship learning our goal is to learn a optimal policy for the MDP from
the evidence of the experts actions. It is possible to do so by a more conventional
machine learning approach i.e. learning a classifier to predict the experts action
for each state. There are many examples of this approach, which we call imitation
learning, particularly in the robotics literature (See section 3.4 for an overview).
However, there are some disadvantages to blind imitiation learning strategies:
1. We might not have enough data to learn the expert’s policy. For example,
we might not have evidence for some parts of the state space. In such cases,
having a model of the decision making process lets us do inference to im-
prove the learned policy.
2. The experts policy might in fact be sub-optimal or inconistent. Our genera-
tive model of the decision process can compensate for this by probabalistic
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reasoning and we can use this to learn better policies.
3. Sometimes the model of the dynamics for the apprentice is different from
the model for the expert e.g. a robot doing a manipulation task will have
different physical profile than a human. We expect that a policy learned
through IRL will be less brittle than imitation learning, because IRL is based
on understanding of the purpose of each action.
The inference problem for apprenticeship learning is more interesting than
Reward Learning. Since we are attempting to learn a policy pi, we will formally
define the following class of policy loss functions:
Lppolicy(R, pˆi) =‖ V ∗(R)− V pˆi(R) ‖p
whereV ∗(R) is the vector of optimal values for each state acheived by the optimal
policy forR and p is some norm. The policy penalizes the estimated loss in value
from using the estimated policy pˆi versus the optimal value that could be obtained
from knowing the true reward function and computing its optimal policy/value
function.
Our goal is to find the pi that minimizes the expected policy loss over the
posterior distribution forR. The following theorem shows how this can be done:
Theorem 2.1. Given a distribution P (R) over reward functions R for an MDP
(S,A, T, γ), the loss function Lppolicy(R, pi) is minimized for all p by pi
∗
M , the opti-
mal policy for the Markov Decision Problem M = (S,A, T, γ, EP [R]).
Proof. See appendix.
So, instead of trying a difficult direct minimization of the expected policy loss,
we can find the optimal policy for the mean reward function, which gives the same
answer.
2.3.3 Sampling and Rapid Convergence
We have seen that both reward learning and apprenticeship learning require com-
puting the mean of the posterior distribution described in Equation 2.1. However
the posterior is complex and analytical derivation of the mean is hard, even for
the simplest case of the uniform prior. Instead, we generate samples from these
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Algorithm PolicyWalk(Distribution P , MDP M , Step Size δ )
1. Pick a random reward vectorR ∈ R|S|/δ.
2. Repeat
(a) Pick a reward vector R˜ uniformly at random from the neighbours ofR in R|S|/δ.
(b) SetR := R˜ with probability min{1, P (R˜,pi)P (R,pi)}
3. ReturnR
Figure 2.3: GridWalk Sampling Algorithm
distributions and then return the sample mean as our estimate of the true mean
of the distribution. The sampling technique we used is based on a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm GridWalk from [Vem05] . Gridwalk uses a
Metropolis-Hastings type Markov chain on the intersection points of a grid of
length δ in the region R|S| (denoted R|S|/δ). Since the equilibrium distribution of
this chain corresponds to our posterior, the distribution of samples will converge
to this distribution after some suitable mixing time (However it is not always clear
that this mixing time is short. We will return to this issue later.)
Using Gridwalk on our posterior distribution requires the computation of the
posterior at each step of the Markov chain, which defines a reward function R.
Since the algorithm only needs the ratio of probabilities between two points, the
partition function Z cancels out and can be ignored. However we still have to
calculate the optimal Q-function at every R, which is an expensive operation.
Solving an MDP for every step in the Markov chain is not a feasible approach.
Instead, we can use a modified version of GridWalk called PolicyWalk
(Figure 2.4) that is more efficient: While moving along a Markov chain, the sam-
pler also keeps track of the optimal policy pi for the current reward vector R.
Observe that when pi is known, the Q function can be reduced to a linear function
of the reward variables, similar to equation A.1. Thus step 3b can be performed
efficiently. A change in the optimal policy can easily be detected when moving
to the next reward vector in the chain R˜, because then for some (s, a) ∈ (S,A),
Qpi(s, pi(s), R˜) < Qpi(s, a, R˜) by Theorem 1.1. When this happens, the new opti-
mal policy is usually only slightly different from the old one and can be computed
by just a few steps of policy iteration (see [SB98]) starting from the old policy pi.
Hence, PolicyWalk is a correct and efficient sampling procedure. Note that the
asymptotic memory complexity is the same as for GridWalk.
The second concern for the MCMC algorithm is the speed of convergence
of the Markov chain to the equilibrium distribution. The ideal Markov chain is
rapidly mixing (i.e. the number of steps taken to reach equilibrium is polynomially
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Algorithm PolicyWalk(Distribution P , MDP M , Step Size δ )
1. Pick a random reward vectorR ∈ R|S|/δ.
2. pi := PolicyIteration(M,R)
3. Repeat
(a) Pick a reward vector R˜ uniformly at random from the neighbours ofR in R|S|/δ.
(b) Compute Qpi(s, a, R˜) for all (s, a) ∈ S,A.
(c) If ∃(s, a) ∈ (S,A), Qpi(s, pi(s), R˜) < Qpi(s, a, R˜)
i. p˜i := PolicyIteration(M, R˜, pi)
ii. SetR := R˜ and pi := p˜i with probability min{1, P (R˜,p˜i)P (R,pi)}
Else
i. SetR := R˜ with probability min{1, P (R˜,pi)P (R,pi)}
4. ReturnR
Figure 2.4: PolicyWalk Sampling Algorithm
bounded), but theoretical proofs of rapid mixing are rare. We will show that in
the special case of the uniform prior, the Markov chain for our posterior (2.1) is
rapidly mixing using the following result from [AK93] that bounds the mixing
time of Markov chains for pseudo-log-concave functions.
Lemma 2.2. Let F (·) be a positive real valued function defined on the cube {x ∈
Rn| − d ≤ xi ≤ d} for some positive d, satisfying for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and some α, β
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ α ‖ x− y ‖∞
and
f(λx+ (1− λ)y) ≥ λf(x) + (1− λ)f(y)− β
where f(x) = logF (x). Then the Markov chain induced by GridWalk (and
hence PolicyWalk) on F rapidly mixes to within  of F in O(n2d2α2e2β log 1

)
steps.
Proof. See [AK93].
Theorem 2.3. Given an MDP M = (S,A, T, γ) with |S| = N , and a distribu-
tion over rewards P (R) = PrX (R|OX ) defined by (2.1) with uniform prior PR
over C = {R ∈ Rn| − Rmax ≤ Ri ≤ Rmax}. If Rmax = O(1/N) then P
can be efficiently sampled (within error ) in O(N2 log 1/) steps by algorithm
PolicyWalk.
Proof. See appendix.
Note that having Rmax = O(1/N) is not really a restriction because we
can rescale the rewards by a constant factor k after computing the mean with-
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Figure 2.5: Reward Loss.
out changing the optimal policy and all the value functions and Q functions get
scaled by k as well.
2.4 Experiments
We compared the performance of our BIRL approach to the IRL algorithm of
[NR00] experimentally. First, we generated random MDPs with N states (with N
varying from 10 to 1000) and rewards drawn from i.i.d. Gaussian priors. Then,
we simulated two kinds of agents on these MDPs and used their trajectories as
input: The first learned a policy by Q-learning on the MDP + reward function.
The learning rate was controlled so that the agent was not allowed to converge to
the optimal policy but came reasonably close. The second agent executed a policy
that maximized the expected total reward over the next k steps (k was chosen to
be slightly below the horizon time).
For BIRL, we used PolicyWalk to sample the posterior distribution (2.1)
with a uniform prior. We compared the results of the two methods by their average
`2 distance from the true reward function (Figure 2.5) and the policy loss with `1
norm (Figure 2.6) of the learned policy under the true reward. Both measures
show substantial improvement. Note that we have used a logarithmic scale on the
x-axis.
We also measured the accuracy of our posterior distribution for small N by
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Figure 2.6: Policy Loss.
comparing it with the true distribution of rewards i.e. the set of generated rewards
that gave rise to the same trajectory by the expert. In Figure 2.4, we show scatter
plots of some rewards sampled from the posterior and the true distribution for
a 16-state MDP. These figures show that the posterior is very close to the true
distribution. In figures 2.8(b) and 2.8(a) we compare the means of the true and
posterior distributions, and demonstrate that they are nearly identical.
2.5 Applications of BIRL
2.5.1 Adventure games
To show how domain knowledge about a problem can be incorporated into the IRL
formulation as an informative prior, we applied our methods to learning reward
functions in adventure games. There, an agent explores a dungeon, seeking to
collect various items of treasure and avoid obstacles such as guards or traps. The
state space is represented by an m-dimensional binary feature vector indicating
the position of the agent and the value of various fluents such as hasKey and
doorLocked. If we view the state-space as an m-dimensional lattice LS , we
see that neighbouring states in LS are likely to have correlated rewards (e.g. the
value of doorLocked does not matter when the treasure chest is picked up). To
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Figure 2.7: Scatter diagrams of sampled rewards of two arbitrary states for a given
MDP and expert trajectory. Our computed posterior is shown to be close to the
true distribution.
model this, we use an Ising prior (see [Cip87]):
PR(R) =
1
Z
exp(−J
∑
(s′,s)∈N
R(s)R(s′)−H
∑
s
R(s))
where N is the set of neighbouring pairs of states in LS and J and H are the
coupling and magnetization parameters.
We tested our hypothesis by generating some adventure games (by populating
dungeons with objects from a common sense knowledge base) and testing the
performance of BIRL with the Ising prior versus the baseline uninformed priors.
The results are in figure 2.9 and show that the Ising prior does significantly better.
2.5.2 An affordance model for robotics
In [LMM08], a model of imitation learning is presented for a humanoid robot with
an arm. The goal is to be able to learn which actions to take when interacting with
22
different objects by observing a human expert e.g. balls can be tapped away but a
block has to be picked up and set aside. The approach used is to first learn small
MDPs describing the properties and mechanics of different objects (called affor-
dances (figure 2.10)) and then apply BIRL to do apprenticeship learning. Images
from an example demonstration and subsequent imitation is shown in figure 2.12.
2.6 Contributions
The main contribution of this chapter is the Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learn-
ing approach. I derived a novel probabilistic model of the decision making pro-
cess and showed how reward learning and apprenticeship learning can be done
in this model. I also showed how inference in this model can be done efficiently
using the PolicyWalk Sampling algorithm which is shown to be rapidly mixing.
I described experiments using BIRL on synthetic data set, adventure games and
imitation learning in robots.
23
(a) BIRL posterior mean of rewards for each state
(b) True mean
Figure 2.8: Comparison of reward function inferred by BIRL on an 4x4 gridworld
problem with true rewards.
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Figure 2.9: Ising versus Uninformed Priors for Adventure Games
since this behavior arises from the presence of two objects,
it is not captured in the transition model obtained from the
affordances. This means that the transition model extracted
from the affordances necessarily includes some inaccuracies.
Big ball
Empty
Invalid
Tap (0.35)
Grasp (0.60)
Tap (0.65)
Grasp (0.40)
Touch (1.0)
Small ball
Empty
Invalid
Tap (0.35)
Grasp (0.08)
Tap (0.01)
Grasp (0.92)
Touch (1.0)
Tap (0.64)
Square
Empty
Invalid
Tap (0.35)
Grasp (0.20)
Tap (0.65)
Grasp (0.25)
Touch (1.0)
Grasp (0.55)
Fig. 6. Transition diagrams describing the transitions for each slot/object.
To test the imitation, we provided the robot with an error-
free demonstration of the optimal behavior rule. As expected,
the robot was successfully able to reconstruct the optimal
policy. We also observed the learned behavior when the
robot was provided with two different demonstrations, both
optimal, as described in Table I. Each state is represented as a
pair (S1, S2) where each Si can take one of the values “Ball”
(Big Ball), “ball” (Small Ball), “Box” (Box) or ∅ (empty).
The second column of the table lists the observed actions
for each state, and the third column lists the learned policy.
Notice that, once again, the robot was able to reconstruct an
optimal policy, by choosing one of the demonstrated actions
in those states where different actions were observed.
In another experiment, we provided the robot with an
incomplete and inaccurate demonstration. In particular, the
action at state (∅, Ball) was never demonstrated and the
action at state (Ball, Ball) was wrong. Table I shows the
demonstrated and learned policies. Notice that in this partic-
ular case the robot was able to recover the correct policy,
even with an incomplete and inaccurate demonstration,.
In Figure 7 we illustrate the execution of the optimal
learned policy for the initial state (Box, SBall).2
We then tested the action recognition capabilities of the
robot when using the information provided by the affor-
dances. A demonstrator performed several actions upon dif-
ferent objects and the robot classified these actions according
to the observed effects (see Figure 8). The accuracy of the
recognition varied, depending on the performed action, on
the demonstrator and on the speed of execution, but for all
actions the recognition was successful with an error rate
between 10% and 15%. The errors in action recognition
2For videos showing additional experiences see
http://vislab.isr.ist.utl.pt/baltazar/demos/
TABLE I
EXPERIMENT 1: ERROR FREE DEMONSTRATION (DEMONSTRATED AND
LEARNED POLICIES). EXPERIMENT 2: INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION (DEMONSTRATED AND LEARNED POLICIES), THE
BOXED DEMONSTRATION CORRESPOND TO THE INCOMPLETE AND
INACCURATE DEMONSTRATIONS.
State Demo1 Learned Demo2 Learned
(∅, Ball) TcR TcR - TcR
(∅, Box) GrR GrR GrR GrR
(∅, ball) TpR TpR TpR TpR
(Ball, ∅) TcL TcL TcL TcL
(Ball, Ball) TcL,TcR TcL,TcR GrR TcL
(Ball, Box) TcL,GrR GrR TcL TcL
(Ball, ball) TcL TcL TcL TcL
(Box, ∅) GrL GrL GrL GrL
(Box, Ball) GrL,TcR GrL GrL GrL
(Box, Box) GrL,GrR GrR GrL GrL
(Box, ball) GrL GrL GrL GrL
(ball, ∅) TpL TpL TpL TpL
(ball, ball) TpL,TcR TpL TpL TpL
(ball, Box) TpL,GrR GrR TpL TpL
(ball, ball) TpL TpL TpL TpL
a) Initial state. b) GraspL.
c) TapR. d) Final state.
Fig. 7. Execution of the learned policy in state (Box, SBall).
are not surprising and are justified by the different view-
points during the learning of the affordances and during
the demonstration. In other words, the robots learns the
affordances by looking at its own body motion, but the action
recognition is conducted from an external point-of-view. In
terms of the image, this difference in viewpoints translates
in differences on the observed trajectories and velocities,
leading to some occasional mis-recognitions. We refer to [6]
for a more detailed discussion of this topic.
To assess the sensitivity of the imitation learning module
to the action recognition errors, we tested the learning
algorithm for different error recognition rates. For each error
rate, we ran 100 trials. Each trial consists of 45 state-action
pairs, corresponding to three optimal policies. The obtained
Figure 2.10: Affordance model for grasping and tapping different objects.
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a) Grasp. b) Tap.
Fig. 8. Testing action recognition from a demonstrator.
results are depicted in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Percentage of wrong actions in the learned policy as the action
recognition errors increase.
As expected, the error in the learned policy increases as
the number of wrongly interpreted actions increases. Notice,
however, that for small error rates (≤ 15%) the robot is
still able to recover the demonstrated policy with an error
of only 1%. In particular, if we consider the error rates of
the implemented action recognition method (between 10%
and 15%), the optimal policy is accurately recovered. This
allows us to conclude that action recognition using the
affordances is sufficiently precise to ensure the recovery of
the demonstrated policy.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a combined architecture for
robotic imitation, based on an affordances model [9], [11]
and a general imitation learning method/formalism [7]. The
model of interaction provided by the affordances endows the
robot with sufficient knowledge to be able to learn complex
behaviors by imitation.
We implemented our methodology in humanoid robotic
torso. The robot had to learn a sequential task after ob-
serving a person execute it. We emphasize that there is no
reinforcement given to the robot by any external user and
no supervision is conducted on any step of the learning
process. The task description is extracted by observing the
demonstrator execute it. In the conducted experiments, the
robot was able to successfully determine the underlying task
by relying on the knowledge provided by the affordances,
relating the actions of the robot with the resulting effects on
objects.
The results showed the method to be robust even in the
presence of incomplete and incoherent demonstractions and
also under action-recognition errors.
Future work should address the problem of recovering the
(task-specific) transition model from the (task-independent)
model provided by the affordances. At the present stage, this
is accomplished by an external user. We are interested in
developing an automated method to perform this task.
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Figure 2.11: Human demonstrating actions to take with different objects.
since this behavior arises from the presence of two objects,
it is not captured in the transition model obtained from the
affordances. This means that the transition model extracted
from the affordances necessarily includes some inaccuracies.
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Fig. 6. Transition diagrams describing the transitions for each slot/object.
To test the imitation, we provided the robot with an error-
free demonstration of the optimal behavior rule. As expected,
the robot was successfully able to reconstruct the optimal
policy. We also observed the learned behavior when the
robot was provided with two different demonstrations, both
optimal, as described in Table I. Each state is represented as a
pair (S1, S2) where each Si can take one of the values “Ball”
(Big Ball), “ball” (Small Ball), “Box” (Box) or ∅ (empty).
The second column of the table lists the observed actions
for each state, and the third column lists the learned policy.
Notice that, once again, the robot was able to reconstruct an
optimal policy, by choosing one of the demonstrated actions
in those states where different actions were observed.
In another experiment, we provided the robot with an
incomplete and inaccurate demonstration. In particular, the
action at state (∅, Ball) was never demonstrated and the
action at state (Ball, Ball) was wrong. Table I shows the
demonstrated and learned policies. Notice that in this partic-
ular case the robot was able to recover the correct policy,
even with an incomplete and inaccurate demonstration,.
In Figure 7 we illustrate the execution of the optimal
learned policy for the initial state (Box, SBall).2
We then tested the action recognition capabilities of the
robot when using the information provided by the affor-
dances. A demonstrator performed several actions upon dif-
ferent objects and the robot classified these actions according
to the observed effects (see Figure 8). The accuracy of the
recognition varied, depending on the performed action, on
the demonstrator and on the speed of execution, but for all
actions the recognition was successful with an error rate
between 10% and 15%. The errors in action recognition
2For videos showing additional experiences see
http://vislab.isr.ist.utl.pt/baltazar/demos/
TABLE I
EXPERIMENT 1: ERROR FREE DEMONSTRATION (DEMONSTRATED AND
LEARNED POLICIES). EXPERIMENT 2: INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION (DEMONSTRATED AND LEARNED POLICIES), THE
BOXED DEMONSTRATION CORRESPOND TO THE INCOMPLETE AND
INACCURATE DEMONSTRATIONS.
State Demo1 Learned Demo2 Learned
(∅, Ball) TcR TcR - TcR
(∅, Box) GrR GrR GrR GrR
(∅, ball) TpR TpR TpR TpR
(Ball, ∅) TcL TcL TcL TcL
(Ball, Ball) TcL,TcR TcL,TcR GrR TcL
(Ball, Box) T L,GrR GrR TcL TcL
(Ball, ball) TcL TcL TcL TcL
(Box, ∅) GrL GrL GrL GrL
(Box, Ball) GrL,TcR GrL GrL GrL
(Box, Box) GrL,GrR GrR GrL GrL
(Box, ball) GrL GrL GrL GrL
(ball, ∅) TpL TpL TpL TpL
(ball, ball) TpL,TcR TpL TpL TpL
(ball, Box) TpL,GrR GrR TpL TpL
(ball, ball) TpL TpL TpL TpL
a) Initial state. b) GraspL.
c) TapR. d) Final state.
Fig. 7. Execution of the learned policy in state (Box, SBall).
are not surprising and are justified by the different view-
points during the learning of the affordances and during
the demonstration. In other words, the robots learns the
affordances by looking at its own body motion, but the action
recognition is conducted from an external point-of-view. In
terms of the image, this difference in viewpoints translates
in differences on the observed trajectories and velocities,
leading to some occasional mis-recognitions. We refer to [6]
for a more detailed discussion of this topic.
To assess the sensitivity of the imitation learning module
to the action recognition errors, we tested the learning
algorithm for different error recognition rates. For each error
rate, we ran 100 trials. Each trial consists of 45 state-action
pairs, corresponding to three optimal policies. The obtained
Figure 2.12: BALTHAZAR robot imitating human actions learned by BIRL over
the affordance model.
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CHAPTER 3
A SURVEY OF INVERSE
REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES
IRL and apprenticeship learning has become a very popular topic in recent years
and there is much active research in this area. In this chapter, I present a com-
prehensive overview of IRL solutions to date in the literature. I also cover related
topics such as imitation learning and biological inspirations.
The main problem that all IRL approaches have to grapple with is ill-posedness.
For the original formulation of the problem ([Rus98]), an infinite set of reward
functions are feasible solutions (In particular, the trivial all-zero reward function
is a solution for any optimal policy). The approaches summarized below are dis-
tinguished by how they choose a preferred answer or answers from the feasible
set. This is done by some combination of:
1. Additional constraints based on some principle of minimality or parsimony
(e.g. regularization or maximum entropy).
2. Prior knowledge or Domain knowledge.
3.1 Max-margin Methods
BIRL is a generative approach to the problem of Reward Learning. [AN04], one
of the earliest papers on this topic, describes a discriminative approach. The set-
ting is similar to ours, where the algorithm is given as input observations from
an expert’s trajectories. The expert is assumed to be attempting to maximize an
unknown reward function represented as a linear combination of known features
with unknown weights, R∗(s) = w∗ · φ(s). However, they are ultimately not con-
cerned with the accuracy of the reward function if the performance of the resulting
policy is close to that of the expert. In their formulation, policies are defined to
be mappings from states to probability distributions over actions (stochastic poli-
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cies). The feature expectation vector is defined to be
µ(pi) = E[
∞∑
t=0
γtφ(st)|pi].
And therefore, the value function is
Eso∼D[V
pi(s0)] = w · µ(pi).
The apprenticeship learning algorithm aims to find a policy p˜i such that ‖ µ(pi)−
µˆE ‖2≤  for some small , where µˆE is the empirical estimate of the feature
vector µ over the expert trajectories:
µˆE =
1
m
m∑
i=1
∞∑
t=0
γtφ(s
(i)
t ).
It can then be shown that for any w ∈ Rk, (‖ w ‖1≤ 1)
|E[
∞∑
t=0
γtR(st)|piE]− E[
∞∑
t=0
γtR(st)|p˜i]| ≤ 
and thus the learned policy performs at least as well as the expert’s empirical per-
formance. The algorithm for finding this policy proceeds by iteratively guessing
reward functions on which the expert does better by a fixed margin than any previ-
ously found policy. This “max-margin” step can be a posed as a quadratic program
similar to Support Vector Machines [CV95]. [AN04] also present a projection-
based algorithm for finding this optimal policy. Using this algorithm they were
succesfully able to teach an agent different styles of driving (e.g. aggressive, cau-
tious) in a car driving simulator.
[ADNT08] applied this algorithm to the problem of motion planning in park-
ing lots for Junior, the Stanford DARPA urban challenge entry. The features of
the reward function are associated with potential fields a common trick used in
real-time robot motion control to model the objectives of progressing towards the
goal while steering clear of obstacles. The IRL algorithm learns the weight to be
associated with each potential field term to get a good tradeoff between the cost
terms and safely steer the car. In [CAN09], autonomous execution of a wide range
of challenging aerobatic manuevers on a helicopter is demonstrated using appren-
ticeship learning. The reward weights are adjusted following the “philosophy, but
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not the strict formulation” of the IRL algorithm.
[KAN07] extend this max-margin method to a heirarchical RL setting. They
propose a Heirarchical Apprenticeship Learning (HAL) algorithm that accepts
isolated advice at different levels of the control task. This is useful when the ex-
pert is able to give useful advice for parts of the state space where he is unable
to demonstrate complete trajectories. In particular they consider a two-level de-
composition of the task space into a low level MDP M` and high level Mh. The
states of the high level MDP Sh are aggregations of states in the low level MDP
S` e.g. for a quadraped locomotion task, the low-level MDP describes the state of
all four feet while the high-level MDP describes only the position of the robot’s
center of mass. Expert advice in the high-level MDP consists of full trajectories
for which the above max-margin formulation applies. In the low-level MDP ex-
pert advice consists of constraints on the reward function such as R(s`) < R(s′`).
This translates into constraints on the reward function parameters w, which are
added to the max-margin formulation from earlier to get a combined constrained
quadratic programming problem.
minw,η,ξ 1/2 ‖ w ‖22 +C`
∑m
j=1 ξ
(j) + Ch
∑n
i=1 η
(i)
s.t. wTφ(s′`
(j)) ≥ wTφ(s′′`
(j)
) + 1− ξ(j) ∀s′′`
(j)
, j
wT µˆφ
(i)(pi
(i)
h,E) ≥ wTµφ(pi(i)h ) + 1− η(j) ∀pi(i)h , i.
3.2 Maximum Entropy Methods
Doing apprenticeship learning in the standard MDP setting assumes that actions
have local costs and rewards. An alternative formulation presented in [ZMBD08]
defines costs functions over the entire trajectory taken by the agent:
reward(ξ) = θTf ξ
where ξ is a complete trajectory of the agent and f ξ is the feature count vector
along the path ξ: f ξ =
∑
sj∈ξ f sj . Applying the principle of maximum entropy
[Jay57], leads to an exponential distribution over possible trajectories:
P (ξi|θ) = 1
Z(θ)
eθ
T fξ
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The authors claim that this avoids a label bias problem in assigning costs to
actions similar to that encountered in Conditional Random Field models. e.g.
Consider the example shown in figure 3.1. There are three obvious paths from A
toB. Assuming each path provides the same reward, in action-based models like
BIRL, path 3 will have 50% probability and paths 1 and 2 have 25% probability,
wheras in the maximum entropy model they all have equal probability. The draw-
back of such a non-local reward representation is that exact inference becomes
intractable. The authors suggest that a tractable approximation can be obtained by
assuming that the normalizing constant for transitions is constant, ad therefore:
P (ξ|θ, T ) =
∑
o∈T
PT (o)
eθ
T fξ
Z(θ, o)
Iξ∈o
u
eθ
T fξ
Z(θ, T )
∏
st+1,at,st∈ξ
PT (st+1|at, st)
In the above, T is the space of action outcomes, o, specifying the next state for
every action. Given observed data of fully sampled trajectories, they maximize
the log-likelihood under the above model using gradient-based optimization. The
gradient of the log-likelihood can be expressed in terms of expected state visitation
frequencies, Dsi:
∇L(θ) = f˜ −
∑
ξ
P (ξ|θ, T )f ξ = f˜ −
∑
si
Dsifsi
The expected state-visitation frequencies can be computed efficiently by dynamic
programming.
Another approach suggested in [ZBD10] is to maximize the entropy relative
to the “uncontrolled” distribution Q(ξ) ∝ ∏st+1,st,at∈ξ P (st+1|st, at). This yields
a new formula for recursively computing the partition function:
Z(θ, s) =
∑
actiona
eθ
T fs,a+
∑
s′ P (s
′|s,a)Z(θ,s′)
Maximum-Entropy IRL was used to recover a utility function used for predicting
driving behavior and recommending routes on a road network in a large city. In
[RZP+09], the maximum entropy IRL model is combined with a Gibbs model
for imitation learning to get a combined action model. This work assumes a low-
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dimensional sub-MDP M modeling a sub-problem of the decision process and
a mapping φ(o, a) from observation-action pairs in the original MDP to states of
M. The energy function for the combined model is then:
E˜(o, a) = E(o, a) +Q∗M(o, a)
whereE(o, a) is the energy function of the Gibbs model. Inference in this model is
done by gradient optimization as before. [] describes how the “almost-convexity”
of the objection function leads to efficient and near-optimal solutions.
3.3 Natural Gradients
[NS07] describe an IRL algorithm based on the notion of natural gradients. The
primary problem for an IRL method to overcome is the redundancy in the solution
space. Viewed as an optimization problem, the goal of IRL is to minimize the a
loss function:
J(pi) =
∑
s∈S,a∈A
µˆT (x)(pi(a|x)− pˆiE,T (a, x))2
where µˆT (x) is the empirical state occupation frequencies under the expert’s
policy and pˆiE,T is the empirical estimate of the expert’s policy. The policies we
consider are those that are optimal for a parametric family of rewards rθ, θ ∈ Θ
and denoted piθ.
minθJ(piθ) s.t. piθ = G(Q∗θ)
Standard gradient descent follows a trajectory in the reward parameter space Θ
leading to the minimum. However, it is more efficient to follow a direction of
steepest descent in the policy space, which is a mapping h : Θ → Π, the space
of all possible policies. Since our primary interest is the trajectory in the policy
space, it makes sense to determine the gradient direction g in each step such that
pi(t) moves in the same steepest descent direction on the surface of (pi, J(pi))pi.
Such a direction is called a natural gradient [Ama98]. Natural gradients are co-
variant to the parameterization used for policies and can be shown to be asymptot-
ically efficient in a probabilistic sense. They have been applied in policy gradient
methods [PVS05]. The natural gradient of J˜(θ) = J(h(θ)) is given by G†θ∇J˜(θ).
where Gθ = h′(θ)Th(θ) and † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. To
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compute the natural gradient, we need the partial derivatives ∂Q∗θ(x, a)/∂θk. Us-
ing Fre`chet subdifferentials, it is shown that these can be calculated by solving the
following fixed point equation:
φθ(s, a) = (r
′
θ(s, a))
T + γ
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|s, a)
∑
a′∈A
pi(a′|s′)φθ(s′, a′)
3.4 Direct Imitation Learning
Direct imitation learning is an attempt to mimic the policy of the expert directly
without understanding objectives or motivation. As explained in chapter 2, it is
much less robust to error and fails to generalize well in situations where we do
not have access to the expert’s entire policy or when there is a difference in the
operating environment of the expert and the learner. Nevertheless it is a popu-
lar approach in robotics because of its simplicity and the presence of analogs in
biology [MRB+99] and developmental psychology [MD03].
[AS97] combines a direct imitation learning with a model-based RL algorithm
and a crude form of reward learning to do a pendulum balancing task with the
actuators of a robot. They provide a good discussion on the interplay between
these different methods and show that all 3 were necessary to attain success at
this task. [HD94] built a robot controller using imitation learning, where a robot
learns to follow another through a maze and learns to associate its perceptions with
the at locations where the teacher carries out a significant action with the action
it subsequently undertakes as a result of its innate teacher-following behaviour.
In [SHKM92], the complex motor skills necessary for autopiloting an aircraft is
learned directly using a decision tree with input from logs of human subjects in
a flight simulator. [AM02] presents an apporach for imitation learning of human
motion using a heirarchy of motion primitives. The learning process is HMM-
based and inspired by mirror neuron models [MRB+99] in cognitive science.
3.5 Comparison
Recently, a comparison of existing IRL approaches was made and the results re-
ported in [ZBD10]. The application was modeling the route preferences of Taxi-
cab drivers in an inner city (figure 3.1). The sequential choices made by drivers at
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for IRL. For instance, the highest reward policy may not be
the most probable policy in the model, and policies with
the same expected reward can have different probabilities.
Compared to our maximum entropy distribution over paths,
this model gives higher probability mass to paths with a
smaller branching factor and lower probability mass to those
with a higher branching factor.
Comparative Evaluation
We now evaluate each model’s ability to model paths in the
withheld testing set after being trained on the training set
given the path’s origin and destination. We use three differ-
ent metrics. The first compares the model’s most likely path
estimate with the actual demonstrated path and evaluates the
amount of route distance shared. The second shows what
percentage of the testing paths match at least 90% (distance)
with the model’s predicted path. The final metric measures
the average log probability of paths in the training set un-
der the given model. For path matching, we evaluate both
the most likely path within the action-based model and the
lowest cost path using the weights learned from the action-
based model. We additionally evaluate a model based on
expected travel times that weights the cost of a unit distance
of road to be inversely proportional to the speed of the road,
and predicts the fastest (i.e., lowest cost) route given these
costs.
Matching 90% Match Log Prob
Time-based 72.38% 43.12% N/A
Max Margin 75.29% 46.56% N/A
Action 77.30% 50.37% -7.91
Action (costs) 77.74% 50.75% N/A
MaxEnt paths 78.79% 52.98% -6.85
Table 1: Comparison of different models’ abilities to match
most likely path predictions to withheld paths (average per-
centage of distance matching and percentage of examples
where at least 90% of the paths’ distances match) and the
probability of withheld paths (average log probability).
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1. For each
of these metrics, our maximum entropy model shows signif-
icant (α < .01) improvements over the other models.
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Figure 3: Learned costs of turns (left) and miles of differ-
ent road types (right) normalized to seconds (with interstate
driving fixed to 65 miles per hour).
The learned cost values using our MaxEnt model are
shown in Figure 3. Additionally, we learn a fixed per edge
cost of 1.4 seconds that helps to penalize paths composed of
many short roads.
Applications
Beyond the route recommendation application described
above, our approach opens up a range of possibilities for
driver prediction. Route recommendation can be easily per-
sonalized based on passive observation of a single user. Fur-
ther, by learning a probability distribution over driver pref-
erences, destinations, and routes the MaxEntIRL model of
driver behavior can go beyond route recommendation, to
new queries like: “What is the probability the driver will
take this street?” This enables a range of new applications,
including, e.g., warning drivers about unanticipated traffic
problems on their route without ever explicitly having to
query the user about route or destination; optimizing bat-
tery and fuel consumption in a hybrid vehicle; and activating
temperature controls at a home prior to the driver’s arrival.
So far, we have not described situations where the driver’s
intended destination is unknown. Fortunately we can reason
easily about intended destinations by applying Bayes’ the-
orem to our model of route preference. Consider the case
where we want the posterior probability of a set of destina-
tions given a partially traveled path from A to B.
P (dest|ζ˜A→B) ∝ P (ζ˜A→B |dest)P (dest)
∝
∑
ζB→dest e
θ"fζ∑
ζA→dest e
θ"fζ
P (dest)
These quantities can easily be computed using our inference
algorithm (Algorithm 1).
Figure 4: Destination distribution (from 5 destinations) and
remaining path distribution given partially traveled path.
The partially traveled path is heading westward, which is
a very inefficient (i.e., improbable) partial route to any of
the eastern destinations (3, 4, 5). The posterior destination
probability is split between destinations 1 and 2 primarily
based on the prior distribution on destinations.
Figure 4 shows one particular destination prediction prob-
lem. We evaluate our model’s ability to predict destinations
for routes terminating in one of five locations around the city
(Figure 4) based on the fraction of total route observed (Fig-
ure 5). We use a training set to form a prior over destinations
and evaluate our model on a withheld test set. Incorporating
additional contextual information into this prior distribution,
like time of day, will be beneficial for predicting the desti-
nations of most drivers.
Figure 3.1: The Taxicab domain from [ZBD10]. IRL algorithms were used to
infer drivers’ utilities for different routes from the choices made at intersections.
Approach Match 90% Match
Time-based 72.38% 43.12 %
[AN04] 75.29% 46.56 %
[NS07] 77.30% 50.37%
[RA07] 77.74% 50.75 %
[ZMBD08] 78.79% 52.98%
Table 3.1: Performance of various IRL approaches on the Taxicab domain. Scores
report are %ages of routes matched correctly. Reproduced from [ZBD10]
intersections can be formulated as a decision-making problem and the perceived
utilites of different routes can be inferred by tracking their behaviour over time
with GPS sensors and applying IRL. One caveat is that the choice of route is a
global choice made at the beginning of the journey. Applying IRL based on se-
quential decision model introduces a label-bias problem. This was overcome in
[ZBD10] by using an appropriate prior. The results (partially reproduced in table
3.5 show that BIRL performs quite competitively on two measures (full match
and 90% match with the designated route). Apart from the Max Entropy method
of [ZBD10], which in part was developed for this particular problem, BIRL does
best on both measures. However, all the approaches did quite well.
3.6 Related Areas
In [CKO01], distributions are considered over influence diagrams, which are more
general structures than MDPs. [PB03] discusses a Bayesian approach to imitat-
ing the actions of a mentor during reinforcement learning whereas the traditional
literature on apprenticeship learning tries to mimic the behaviour of the expert
directly [AS97].
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Outside of computer science, IRL-related problems have been studied in var-
ious guises. In the physical sciences, there is a body of work on inverse problem
theory, i.e. infering values of model parameters from observations of a physi-
cal system [Tar05]. In control theory, [BGFB94] solved the problem, posed by
Kalman, of recovering the objective function for a deterministic linear system
with quadratic costs. There is also a lot of work on the structural estimation of
MDPs in econometrics e.g. [Sar94].
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CHAPTER 4
BAYESIAN REWARD SHAPING
In this chapter we continue the discussion of the role played by reward functions
in Reinforcement Learning. Here, we discuss reward shaping which involves two
agents, a teacher and student operating in some environment. The student is per-
forming a conventional Reinforcement Learning algorithm in some environment
while the teacher is trying to modify or shape the reward signal he receives to
speed up the learning process. I discuss how the generative model described in
2 can be adapted to finding good shaped Reward functions. I discuss two types
of reward priors that encourage fast convergence of RL: one based on a anti-
ferromagnetic Ising model and another on using common sense knowledge about
the problem features.
4.1 Reward Shaping
The example that we will use to motivate this work will be the following (called
the “Banana game” for historical reasons) (Figure 4.1): Our agent is trapped in a
dungeon, and he can only escape through a door in one of the cells. The door is
locked but fortunately there is a key that can be found in one of the rooms of the
dungeon. The agent must locate this key, pick it up and carry it to the room with
the door, use it to open the door and exit to freedom. There is also a banana in
one of the other rooms that the agent could try opening the door with (Though he
wouldn’t get very far).
The agent must execute a complicated series of actions involving finding and
picking up the key, then using it to unlock the door and exit the dungeon he is
trapped in. The reward is only received at the end of a successful run, however a
learning algorithm must be able to assign credit for success to the earlier actions.
Without any other guidance or domain knowledge, RL would take many trials
before it successfully learns the value of these actions. This is called the temporal
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Figure 4.1: The Banana Game
credit assignment problem.
Reward shaping, first described in [CH94], is the process of restructuring the
reward function of an MDP so that an agent using reinforcement learning will
converge faster to an optimal policy. In the banana game for example, we could
reshape the reward function so that the agent gains a small positive reward for
states where he possessed the key. He would then learn to perform this action
without needing a full backup of the bellman update to the goal state. Reward
Shaping is especially useful in environments with delayed rewards, where the
agents must execute a complex sequence of actions, moving through a number of
states before obtaining a reward. MDPs with such sparse reward structures are no-
toriously difficult for reinforcement learning, sometimes requiring exponentially
many steps before convergence.
The danger with this method is that indiscriminate reward shaping can change
the optimal policy in unforeseen ways. For example, if the agent gets a very high
reward for picking up the key, the optimal policy might be to simply keep picking
up and dropping the key repeatedly. Reward shaping needs to be done in such
a way that faster convergence is obtained while respecting the intended optimal
policy.
[NHR99] gave a characterization of the set of reward functions that satisfy
this policy-invariance property in terms of potential-based shaping functions. I
present a slight generalization of their main result below (the original was for
rewards defined on state-action-state tuples).
Definition 4.1. Consider an MDP M = (S,A, T, γ, R). A function F : S ×A 7→
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R is called a potential-based shaping function if there exists a real-valued function
Φ : S 7→ R (called the potential function) such that for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A,
F (s, a) = γEs′∼Psa [Φ(s
′)]− Φ(s)
The set of candidate shaped reward functions for M is then described by
RS(s, a) = R(s, a) + F (s, a) where F is a potential-based shaping function.
The intuition for using a potential-based shaping function is that the agent
cannot get a net positive reward by travelling in a cycle of states s1 → s2 →
. . . → s1. This ensures that the optimal policy for R and RS remains the same.
In fact, any such policy-invariant shaped reward function has to be of this form as
the following theorem shows:
Theorem 4.1. Let M = (S,A, T, γ, R) be an MDP. Let F : S × A 7→ R be some
shaping function. Then,
1. If F is potential-based, then every optimal policy for M ′ = (S,A, T, γ, R+
F ) will also be an optimal policy for M (and vice versa).
2. If F is not potential-based, then there exists a transition function T and a
reward function R such that no optimal policy for M ′ is optimal for M .
Proof. See appendix.
4.2 Bayesian Reward Shaping
Potential-based shaping functions have the advantage of absolute policy invari-
ance as shown in the previous section, but using additive rewards can be unduly
restrictive for many tasks. I am interested in examining a larger class of shaped
reward functions by relaxing the constraint to a soft form of policy similarity. To
my knowledge, this is the first time such an investigation has been made, as all
previous work on shaping either studied potential-based policy-invariant functions
or ignored policy-invariance completely.
Consider an MDP with original reward function R and corresponding optimal
policy piR. We would like to find a new reward function RS such that its optimal
policy piRS is “close” to piR. We shall measure closeness by the policy loss measure
defined in Section 2.3.2:
Lppolicy(RS, piR) =‖ V ∗(RS)− V piR(RS) ‖p (4.1)
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where p is some norm. Recall that this measures the difference in value between
using the optimal policy for RS and using the policy piR while collecting rewards
according to RS . The larger this difference, the worse RS is as a motivation for
pursuing the policy piR.
We will in fact describe a probability distribution over candidate shaped re-
ward functions RS . The distribution is motivated by the derivation of section
2.2.1. There, we showed that for a set of observations from an expert policy, OX ,
the corresponding likelihood model for reward functions is:
PrX (OX |R) = 1
Z
eαXE(OX ,R)
where E(OX ,R) =
∑
(si,ai)∈QX Q
∗(si, ai,R). For our Bayesian Reward Shaping
formulation, we are interested in a distribution over RS and we set OX = piR i.e.
we use knowledge of the entire original policy as evidence when shaping:
PrpiR(piR|RS) =
1
Z
eαXE(piR,RS)
This likelihood model for RS enforces a soft form of the policy invariance we
wanted.
Next we introduce a shaping prior PRS(·) on reward functions RS designed to
encourage intelligent directed exploration by the student. The choice of this prior
is made by the teacher and can be done in either a domain-independent or domain-
dependent manner. For example, a prior can be chosen that “spreads” the total
reward to all parts of the state space alleviating the temporal credit-assignment
problem. Or the teacher can use knowledge of the problem domain to bias towards
state-action pairs he expects will have high Q-values. I will show examples of both
approaches in subsequent sections.
Using Bayes theorem again, we obtain a posterior distribution over shaped
reward functions:
Pr(RS|piR) = PrX (piR|RS)PRS(RS)
Pr(piR)
=
1
Z ′
eαXE(OX ,R)PRS(RS) (4.2)
Either by sampling from this distribution or computing and using the expec-
tation as in section 2.3.3, we obtain a reward function suitable for shaping. By
Theorem 2.1, this minimizes the policy loss(Equation 4.1) as well.
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If for some reason we wish to only keep part of the intended policy constant
and not be concerned about other parts of the state space, we can do so by restrict-
ing the evidence OX appropriately.
4.3 Priors
The BRS model described above shows how to sample from a distribution of re-
ward functions similar in policy space to an initial reward function. The purpose
of shaping however is to find shaped rewards that can make the agent learn the
policy faster. This is done by choosing an appropriate prior that selects reward
functions that are easy to learn from. I suggest two kinds of priors that are help-
ful in this regard. The first one is an uninformed prior that tries to “spread” the
total reward around the state space as much as possible. It is based on the intu-
ition that a denser reward function encourages faster exploration and convergence.
The second one uses descriptive knowledge of the problem domain to encourage
behaviours that we expect to be part of an optimal policy.
4.3.1 Anti-ferromagnetic Ising Priors
In section 2.5.1, I describe the Ising prior for BIRL based on the Ising model of
electron spin configurations in statistical physics:
PR(R) =
1
Z
exp(−J
∑
(s′,s)∈N
R(s)R(s′)−H
∑
s
R(s))
where N is the set of neighbouring pairs of states in LS and J and H are
the coupling and magnetization parameters. For BIRL, we used H, J < 0. This
corresponds to the ferromagnetic phase in the Ising model where neighbouring
atoms have correlated spins. In the MDP, this translates to neighbouring states
having correlated rewards, which corresponds to our intuitions about real reward
functions.
Shaped reward functions are synthetic reward functions designed not to be re-
alistic but to promote faster convergence of learning. Therefore, I suggest using
the Ising model in its anti-ferromagnetic phase (J,H > 0). In molecular dynam-
ics, this corresonds to the state where neighbouring atoms have opposite spins. In
our case, neighbouring states in the MDP will have opposite rewards. In combina-
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(a) Original reward function for a 4x4 gridworld MDP.
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(b) Shaped reward function sampled from the BRS model with the Anti-ferromagnetic Ising prior.
Figure 4.2: The BRS process for a 9-state Gridworld MDP
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Figure 4.3: Average value obtained by learned policy for both reward functions
after a fixed number of learning steps using Q-learning. The experiments were
done over a set of 100 randomly generated transition models.
tion with the likelihood model that biases towards the designated optimal policy,
the effect of this prior is to spread the total reward of the MDP to as many states
as possible yielding a denser reward function that is easier to learn from.
As an example, consider the reward function for a 9-state Gridworld MDP
shown in figure 4.2(a). In figure 4.2(b) I show the mean reward E[RS] of the BRS
posterior (Equation 4.2). This reward function preserves the optimal policy of the
original reward function but is denser. Reinforcement learning algorithms such as
Q-learning receive their feedback eariler in the training process and converge to
the optimal policy faster (Figure 4.3).
4.4 Priors from Domain Knowledge
One of the challenges of RL is understanding how learning algorithms can exploit
relevant domain knowledge about a specific problem. Domain knowledge could
be information about the problem provided by an expert in declarative form, or it
could be common sense knowledge from a Knowledge Base (KB) such as CYC
[RRG05] or ConceptNet [LS04]. We expect that the more knowledge there is
about a learning problem the easier the problem should become since less explo-
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ration is needed to learn things we already know or can infer. However, in practice
it is hard to combine learning and inference in a principled way and applications
that try to do so are notoriously brittle ([DeJ04], [Cla89]). For example, using a
particular axiom from a KB (“Birds can fly”) in a certain context (“Tweety is a
dead bird”) could lead to a false conclusion; or the KB might not be complete and
relying on it to always give an answer is impossible. This could lead the learn-
ing algorithm in misleading directions. Our algorithms needs to be able to use
knowledge without being reliant on it.
I suggest using domain knowledge as a bias for reinforcement learning through
the BRS prior. Since this cannot change the optimal policy of the MDP, the tra-
ditional pitfalls of using knowledge in learning are averted. In the absence of
relevant knowledge the reinforcement learner works as usual. While false beliefs
could lead the agent astray in its exploration, it will always be able to recover,
perhaps taking longer to converge to the right solution.
The shaping prior that I suggest using is motivated by trying to find features
of the state space that we can infer are useful for accomplishing our task. We
assume that the state space is constructed from a descriptive set of features F . For
example, in the Banana game we expect the state representation to have features
such as have-key and door-open. We use our domain knowledge to assign
a weight score(f), to each feature f ∈ F , based on how relevant that feature is to
our objectives in the MDP (This is described further in the next section). We then
use the following distribution from the exponential family as our prior:
PRS(RS(s)) ∝ exp(−
∑
s∈S
(
∑
f∈F
f(s) · score(f)−R(s)))
This prior encourage shaping reward functions where the rewards of states with
high-scoring features are high.
4.5 Extracting Common sense knowledge
What constitutes common sense knowledge is hard to pin down precisely, but
nevertheless it is believed to be vital for true human level AI. An intelligent agent
in the banana game example would know that given that his goal is to open the
door and escape the dungeon, a key would probably be of more use than a banana.
Our aim then is to use common sense knowledge to determine which features of
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the state space are relevant to the task at hand.
There have been a number of initiatives to construct large common sense
knowledge bases. At present the largest and most comprehensive of these is Cy-
corp Inc’s CYC [RRG05]. The representation language for CYC is a higher-
order predicate logic that includes support for contexts, modal extensions and
non-monotonicity. An example of a common sense axiom in CYC relevant to the
door example above is:
(implies (and
(agent-Possesses ?Agent ?Key)
(isa ?Key Key)
(isa ?Door Door)
(opensWith ?Agent ?Door ?Key ?T1)
(immediatelyAfter ?T1 ?T2))
(holdsIn ?T2 (isOpen ?Door)))
The ideal way to exploit this knowledge in the Banana game is to perform
abduction (backward inference) on the above axiom and the goal condition:
(holdsIn END (isOpen Dungeon-Door)))
One of the conclusions of this abduction would be the statement:
(agent-Possesses Agent Dungeon-Door-Key)
From this, we can conclude that actions involving the key are relevant to the
agent’s goals and proceed to shape them with positive rewards.
The idea of using inference in a logical KB to construct shaping rewards is
compelling but difficult to implement. Translating between the state representa-
tion used in our MDP to the logical axioms required by CYC to do inference is the
main difficulty. In contrast, the semantic network representation of ConceptNet
[LS04] is much easier to work with. Knowledge in ConceptNet is less structured
than in CYC, and is closer to natural language. An example of ConceptNet’s
representation (for the concept ’key’) is shown in figure 4.4.
Our algorithm for determining relevant features of the state space from Con-
ceptNet is shown in figure 4.5. Given the underlying MDP, we first find the fea-
tures of the goal states that define the goal condition. Our method (algorithm
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Figure 4.4: A projection of the ConceptNet term “open door” finds the concept
“key” for the binary relation “CapableOf”.
getGoalFeatures) chooses features that are likely to be “flipped” by the goal-
achieving action e.g. the open-door feature. More precisely, we choose fea-
tures that have a high probability of being turned on by a transition with high
reward. The algorithm then calls ConceptNet’s project-consequences
method on each feature f in the state-space. This returns a set of concepts from
ConceptNet that are the possible consequences of f (e.g. the door is opened by
the presence of the key). If one of these consequences include a goal feature f ′
then we output f as being relevant with a score equal to the score of f ′ (from
getGoalFeatures) times the relevance score between f and f ′ returned by
ConceptNet. We also add f to the list of goal features with this score. Thus
the search for relevant features is done recursively. An alternative to using algo-
rithm getGoalFeatures is to have annotated action names as well (such as
pick-key) and simply use these as the goal terms.
For the banana game example, the action of opening the door in a state where
the agent possesses the key gives high positive reward, and these actions tran-
sition from states where open-door is 0 to states where it is 1. Therefore,
open-door is a goal feature with score 1. When project-consequences
is performed on the feature have-key we get open-door as one of the con-
sequences (Fig. 4.4) with relevance score 0.38. Thus we return have-key as a
relevant feature with score 0.38.
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Algorithm FindRelevantConcept (MDP M = (S,A, T, γ,R) )
1. GF := getGoalFeatures(M)
2. For each feature f of S not in GF
3. For (f ′, t′) ∈ GF
4. If (f ′, t′) ∈ ConceptNet.
project-consequences(f) and tt′ > 0.01
5. RF := RF ∪ (f, tt′)
6. GF := GF ∪ (f, tt′)
7. Return RF
Algorithm getGoalFeatures (MDP M = (S,A, T, γ, R))
1. GF := ∅
2. For (s, a) ∈ S,A s.t. R(s, a) > 0.5
3. For each feature f of S
4. If s.f = 0 and Es′∼Tsa [s′.f ] > 0.5
5. GF := GF ∪ (f, Es′∼Tsa [s′.f ])
6. return GF
Figure 4.5: Extracting Relevant Features
4.6 Experiments
The kind of problems we will be considering are those arising from text-based
adventure games. In this popular sub-genre of computer games, the user plays a
character who is placed in a controlled environment and has certain objectives to
achieve (collect treasure, defeat enemies etc.). The emphasis is on solving puzzles
that require the use of complex decision-making and everyday reasoning. Adven-
ture games are attractive testbeds for trying out various AI techniques because they
represent a circumscribed environment where general ideas can be experimentally
verified without facing the full complexity of the real world [HA04].
The Banana game is an example of such a problem. The state representa-
tion will be a combination of the position of the agent and the items he pos-
sesses. We define the state-space through binary features such as has-key and
door-open. It is crucial for our techniques that the feature names are descriptive
and accessible to the algorithm. The available actions at each state are: moving,
picking up or dropping items in the current room and attempting to open the door.
These actions lead to probabilistic state transitions because each action has a small
probability of failing even if its preconditions are satisfied.
In this setting various tools from the MDP literature can be used to solve and
do reinforcement learning on the MDP. However on application to larger problems
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these methods become intractable. Observe that our game can be made arbitrarily
complicated not only by increasing the number of rooms, but by adding extrane-
ous objects to confuse and slow down the learner.
The other problem for which I show experimental results is the “flashlight
game”. Briefly, a certain room needs to be lighted up. Scattered around the envi-
ronment are a flashlight and a set of batteries. They must be picked up (in either
order) and then combined together in the obvious way to illuminate the room.
Note the similarity of this problem with partial order planning.
One issue that we have finessed for now is the reference problem : how to
connect the features in the state-based representation in the MDP to the language
of the common sense KB. Here we have assumed that both representations use the
same vocabulary.
As shown in figure 4.6, there is roughly a 60% improvement in the conver-
gence times. The reinforcement learner in these experiments implemented a Q-
learning algorithm (see [SB98]) with a Boltzmann exploration strategy.
4.7 Using common sense in RL
Here I discuss some more methods of incorporating common sense knowledge
into probabilistic decision making:
1. Value Function Approximation : In domains where the state space is so
large that the value function cannot be efficiently represented in tabular
form, a linear basis function is used to compactly represent an approxi-
mate value function. An LBF is a weighted sum of basis functions of state
variables. Solution techniques exists for determining the weights by gradi-
ent descent, but the choice of the basis functions themselves must be made
by the domain expert. Common sense knowledge can be used to deduce a
relevant sets of basis functions for the value function from the specific na-
ture of the problem e.g. a basis function that measured the distance from
each item in the dungeon.
2. Exploration Strategy : Reward shaping is a strategy for a teacher. The
reinforcement learning agent has no control itself over the reinforcement
given by the environment. However one aspect of the system that it does
control is the exploration strategy. Typically, agents try to find a balance
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(a) Banana Game
(b) Flashlight Game
Figure 4.6: Reward Shaping with Common Sense.
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between greedy exploitation strategies and exploration strategies that per-
form sub-optimal actions in the hope of eventually discovering higher value
regions of the state-space. Common sense could guide the exploration strat-
egy used by the agent e.g. such a strategy would prescribe attempting the
action pick-key more often than pick-banana.
3. Factoring MDPs : Recently there has been a lot of interest in factored
MDPs [GKP01]. These are formalisms that decompose the state represen-
tations into sets of independent features and do reinforcement learning on
these sub-spaces semi-independently. Common sense information could be
used to determine how to decompose large state-spaces e.g. pairs of fea-
tures that have low relevance scores (like have-banana and open-door
could be factored into separate MDPs.)
The challenge is to do this in sufficient generality that it can be usefully re-
applied to a number of different problems. The advantage that using common
sense for decision making has over most other uses of common sense is its robust-
ness to error and incompleteness. We might not find any useful common sense at
all in which case our reinforcement learning algorithm will work as usual. Making
the wrong conclusions from the KB might cause the learning agent to go astray.
But if the knowledge is used carefully (e.g. with potential-based reward shaping),
it will always be able to recover and still find the optimal policy. Thus the com-
mon sense would hopefully be beneficial most of the time or it might slow down
the reinforcement learner sometimes, but it will not cause a catastrophic failure.
It might turn out that supporting decision making might be the first truly useful
application for common sense knowledge bases that are large but incomplete i.e.
not comprehensive enough to cover all of common sense knowledge.
4.8 Related Work
The idea of reward shaping was first suggested in [CH94] for a foraging robot.
[RA98] first described the problems that can arise with indiscriminate shaping in
a navigation problem, where a robot made endless cyclic motions around the start
state because there was no penalty for moving away from the goal (In fact Isaac
Asimov first described this phenomenon in his short story “Runaround” [Asi50]).
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[NHR99] showed that policy invariance is acheived by exactly the class of addi-
tive potential shaping rewards. Since then, most work (e.g. [Mar07] ) in reward
shaping has foused on finding useful potential functions. In contrast, [SSL10]
takes reward shaping beyond the idea of faster convergence and show that adding
internal rewards can alleviate problems caused by computational boundedness of
RL agents.
To our knowledge, there has been no work so far on using common sense
knowledge for improved decision making in stochastic domains, but there has
been work on reward shaping by explanation-based learning [LD02]. The idea
of using domain knowledge for traditional planning problems has been explored
in relatively more depth. For example TALPlanner [KD01] is a forward-chaining
planner that utilizes domain-dependent knowledge to control search in the state
space.
There is some relation to the work on Relational MDPs [MW03] and First-
Order MDPs [BRP01]. While both these formalisms seem to be better suited
to the task of exploiting knowledge (especially in logical form) we did not use
them for this work, because as of now neither of them have been developed to the
point where useful implementations exist and there has not been sufficient work
on reinforcement learning or reward shaping for them.
4.9 Contributions
In this chapter I introduce the first principled approach to shaping reward func-
tions that relaxes the strict criterion of absolute policy-invariance. Our probabilis-
tic model of reward shaping is a natural extension of the BIRL model described in
chapter 2. Accelerated convergence is obtained by using prior distributions on re-
wards that direct the RL process in fruitful directions. We showed an uninformed
prior, the Anti-ferromagnetic Ising prior that biases shaping towards denser re-
wards and an informed prior constructed from common-sense knowledge of the
entities in the domain. Our results demonstrate that when used judiciously, it is
possible to exploit common sense knowledge to improve reinforcement learning
algorithms.
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CHAPTER 5
APPROXIMATING OBSERVATION
MODELS
Very few decision-making problems in the real world can be modeled perfectly by
MDPs because of the unrealistic assumption of perfect state estimation. For exam-
ple, the sensors on a robot can be noisy, a dialog management system might have
imperfect speech recognition or an agent might be in an unkown part of the en-
vironment. Partially Obervable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [Son78]
have been proposed to model the extra layer of observational uncertainty that real-
world agents have to deal with. In a POMDP, the agent only has access to the state
indirectly through an observation model. The observation model will contain only
partial information about the state and is generally not a sufficient statistic. The
agents objective is to maximize its total expected reward under the state dynamics
and observational uncertainty.
While POMDPs model the real world more accurately, they come at the price
of a dramatic increase in computational efficiency. The usual approach to solving
a POMDP is to treat it as an MDP over the belief state of the agent. This leads
to an explosion in the size of the problem space (in particular, the belief space is
continuous, even for simple discrete MDP state spaces) which is reflected in the
big gap in computational complexity: Wheras MDP solution algorithms such as
value iteration are essentialy polynomial time, POMDPs are PSPACE-complete
[PT87].
It is natural to look for a middle ground between POMDPs and MDPs with
some of the representational accuracy of the former and the computational ad-
vantanges of the latter. One approach that is sometimes taken in many practical
systems is to use a belief tracker to maintain state information but apply the opti-
mal policy for the MDP to the most likely state at each time step. This has been
used successfully for example in robotics ( [NPB95], [JUA+07]) and dialog man-
agement ([ZCMG01]). Some more general models have also been proposed in the
literature such as Q-MDPs [KLC98], Oracular POMDPs [ACV08] and Fast Infor-
mation bound heuristics [Pin04]. However, virtually no theoretically results exist
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on the quality of these POMDP approximations. None of these methods fully ac-
count for the value of information gained by taking particular actions. Ideally one
would like to know how much value is lost by doing this, but surprising none of
these methods provide bounds. In this work, I provide the first result that bounds
the loss of value between a POMDP and its approximating scheme.
In this chapter, I analyse the difference in value of optimal policies for POMDPs
and their underlying MDPs. First we present a bound on the difference in optimal
values between MDPs and almost MDPs and show how this is connected to the
horizon times. The characteristic quantity for this gap is the lookahead k of a
“Smoothed” POMDP (an imaginary POMDP where observations from k steps in
the future are received at the current state). k is shown to quantify the look ahead
horizon of the POMDP and thus in some sense its difficulty. By knowing k we
can use the Constant-delay MDP formulation of [WNLL09] with delay k.
5.1 POMDP approximations
By ignoring uncertainty in the state estimate there are crudely speaking, two
sources of error we introduce. First, if our state estimate is indeed wrong we
risk taking the wrong action for the current state. Further, by not accounting for
our state of ignorance at future time states, we might choose over-optimistic plans
of action that rely on infallible sensors or perfect state estimation. This can lead
to substantial differences between the optimal policies of a POMDP and its fully
observable version. This is demontstrated in the Girl-in-the-Woods problem from
[Lit96]. A girl returning home from town has two choices. She can either go
directly through the woods and risk getting lost or take the long way around the
forest on the fully observable road. Even though the route through the woods
is shorter and would be preferred by an optimal MDP policy, in the presence of
observational uncertainty, chosing the path along the road is preferable to avoid
making a mistake in later states. This example shows that POMDP solution tech-
niques must account fundamentally for the value of information during planning.
Intuitively, the maximum value attainable in the POMDP can never be more than
in the corresponding MDP, as the following result formalizes.
Lemma 5.1. For all POMDPs P with belief space B, and every b0 ∈ B.
V ∗P [b0] ≤ Es∼b0 [V ∗(s)]
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Proof.
V ∗P [b0] = max
a0,a1,...,an
{Esi∼bi [r(s0, a0) + γr(s1, a1) + . . .]}
≤ Esi∼bi [ max
a0,a1,...,an
{r(s0, a0) + γr(s1, a1) + . . .}] (Jensen’s Inequality)
= Esi∼bi [max
a0
{r(s0, a0) + max
a1
{r(s1, a1) + . . .]
= Es∼b0 [V
∗(s)]
One way to measure the success of an approximation scheme is to measure
the “value gap” between a policy in the POMDP and the corresponding policy in
the scheme. For the underlying MDP, this gap is maximum. More sophisticated
models have been suggested that attempt to estimate the value of information more
accurately and hence reduce this gap. I review these models and what is known
about them below.
5.1.1 Memoryless policies
Memoryless policies are defined on the current observation and take the form:
pi : O → A. In effect, the entire history of the process until the current time
step is discarded and the observation is treated as if it encapsulated the entire
state. Memoryless policies were first suggested by [Lit94] as a simple way to
apply standard MDP machinery to RL tasks with mild partial observability. How-
ever, even for problems with just 2 states, the optimal memoryless policy can be
arbitrarily bad compared to the optimal POMDP policy though [LS98] showed
empirically on a variety of domains that Sarsa(λ) with eligibility traces was able
to find good memoryless policies in short time. They suggest that eligibility traces
are useful in reintroducing history information into the learning process.
In fact, memoryless policies are a special case of the Maximum likelihood
State estimate method discussed below. The belief tracker in a memoryless policy
simply ignores all previous evidence and considers only the current observation
in estimating state. Hence, the results of section 5.2 apply to memoryless policies
as well.
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5.1.2 Most Likely State
Information-state MDP algorithms require some kind of belief tracker to update
the belief state at each time step. Depending on the features of the state space this
could be implemented by Hidden Markov Models [BP66], Kalman Filters [Kal60]
or Dynamic Bayesian Networks [Pro93].
One simple approach to decision-making is to keep the belief tracker intact
but apply the optimal MDP policy to the state with Maximum-Likelihood (MLS).
Since this approach completely discards all other information about the belief state
distribution and ignores the value of information, it is liable to give bad results
when uncertainty in belief states is high. Despite this, MLS has been succesfully
used in a number of applications where uncertainty is only a small feature. It
was first described by Nourbaksh [NPB95] who used it successfully for a robot
navigation task. [ZCMG01] applies MLS to building a dialog manager. More
generally, many applications in the literature that claim to use MDPs are better
viewed as applying an MDP policy to the MLS of an uncertain belief state [Pin04].
5.1.3 QMDP
The QMDP heuristic ([KLC98]) attempts to account for partial observability at
the current step but assumes full observability on future steps:
piQMDP (b) = argmax
a∈A
∑
s∈S
b(s)QMDP (s, a)
The resulting policy can thus handle immediate uncertainty but still does not
factor in the value of information for planning. Its performance is similar to the
MLS heuristic and is used interchangably with it in many applications.
5.2 Almost MDPs
In this section I analyze the behaviour of POMDP approximation models on prob-
lems that are Almost MDPs. Almost MDPs are decision making problems with
very mild uncertainty:
Definition 5.1. An Almost MDP (AMDP)MA is a POMDP (S,A, T, γ, R,O) with
the following property: At every time step t, after the action at is taken, the next
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(hidden) state st+1 is chosen, and the observation ot is made, we are assured that
Pr(st = s|o1:t, a1:t) > θ for some s and uniform constant θ < 1.
In other words, at every time step the error in our belief state bt is at most
1 − θ. Thus we can consider our POMDP as being almost an MDP upto an
observational uncertainty 1−θ and it is natural to ask how well the optimal policy
of the underlying MDP M performs on it. By this we mean how well does the
following policy on the belief states of the POMDP perform:
piAMDP (bt) = pi
∗
MDP (MLS(bt)) (5.1)
where MLS(b) is the most likely state in b. In fact, we have the following result:
Theorem 5.2. For MDPsM with all rewards positive, the value of the AMDPMA
at belief state b using the policy defined by 5.1 is less than the expected optimal
value ofM atMLS(b) by at most (1−θ)Rmax
1−γ−γθ+γ2θ whereRmax is the maximum reward
of any state-action pair. In other words,
V pi
∗
M (MLS(b))− V piAMDPMA (b) <
(1− θ)Rmax
1− γ − γθ + γ2θ
Proof. See appendix.
It is somewhat surprising that this result hasn’t been demonstrated before. In
fact, many real world applications (e.g. [NPB95], [ZCMG01]) that claim to use
MDPs are actually POMDPs where the state uncertainty is ignored. In effect they
are treated as AMDPs.
5.3 Constant-Delay MDPs
In some cases, the state estimation of our observation model is perfect but arrives
with a delay. In a complex system, the information from sensors might arrive
at the processing unit with some latency. In such cases, we can again use the
POMDP formulation but such an approach seems overkill because there is no
need to assume a probabilistic belief state. [WNLL09] introduced the following
formalism called the Constant-Delay MDP to treat these situations:
Definition 5.2. A constant delay MDP (CD-MDP) is a 6-tuple 〈S,A, T, γ, R, k〉,
where k is a non-negative integer indicating the number of timesteps between an
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agent occupying a state and receiving its feedback (state observation and reward).
A policy for the CD-MDP is a mapping, pi : S×Ak 7→ A, which defines an action
for every state and k-step action history.
We assume that k is bounded by a polynomial in size of the MDP. It is readily
apparent that this definition of policy pi is sufficient since
Pr(st|at−1, ot−1) = Pr(st|s0, a0, . . . , st−k, at−k, at−k+1, . . . , at−1)
= Pr(st|st−k, at−k:t−1)
Thus the solution of Constant-Delay MDPs reduces to finding the optimal policy
in a MDP with state space I = S × Ak. Unfortunately this is a significantly
larger problem than the original MDP and can be quite intractable depending on
the value of k. In particular, just to compute the reward function R(it, at), it ∈ I
will require:
R((st−k, at−k:t−1), at) =
∑
st−k+1,...,st
P at−k(st−k+1|st−k)·. . .·P at−1(st|st−1)R(st, at)
(5.2)
[WNLL09] introduced algorithms for solution of CD-MDPs in various settings
(Deterministic MDPs, mildly stochastic MDPs and bounded-noise MDPs). The
general approach is called Model-Based Simulation (MBS). [KE03] showed how
any constant-delay MDP can be solved more efficiently than the naive approach
by using a transformed cost function. For completeness, I sketch their approach
below.
For any CD-MDP M with step size k, we define the corresponding time-
shifted MDP Mk as the MDP identical to M but where the reward obtained at
time step t+k is given by R(st−k, at−k). The Bellman equations for Mk are given
by
V (i) = max
a
[R(st−k, at−k) + γ
∑
i′
P a(i′|i)V (i)],∀i ∈ I
Since st−k and at−k are included in the information state it, the first term is
easy to compute (unlike in M which requires the summation over the history of
states in Equation 5.2). Therefore, these equations are much easier to solve than
the Bellman equations for Mk. But it can be shown that the optimal policies for
M and Mk are the same:
Theorem 5.3. Let M and Mk be as defined above. Then an optimal policy for
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Mk, pi∗k : I → A is also an optimal policy for M .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 of [KE03].
5.4 Almost CD-MDPs after smoothing
If there is no θ that satisfies the condition for an Almost MDP, a more sophisticated
approximation for the POMDP is needed. We consider a hypothetical POMDP
where we are given observations until a certain time step in the future t + k.
Suppose there is a value for k such that the uncertainty in the smoothed belief state
bt+kt = Pr(st|a1:t+k, o1:t+k) is always less than some uniform number θ < 1. Then
k represents a fundamental quantity for this POMDP - the “horizon of ignorance”.
Within this horizon we must take into account our observational uncertainty to
plan effectively in the POMDP. Beyond the time step k, the POMDP behaves
almost like a CD-MDP with parameter k:
Definition 5.3. An Almost CD-MDP M is a POMDP (S,A, T, γ, R,O) with the
following property: There are uniform constants θ < 1 and k ≥ 1 s.t. for every
time step t, after the action at+k is taken at time st+k, and the observation ot+k is
made, we are assured that Pr(st = s|a1:t+k, o1:t+k) > θ for some s ∈ S.
Thus, an AMDP is a special case of an almost CD-MDP with k = 0. In fact,
we have an analogous result for CD-MDPs:
Theorem 5.4. The expected value of the Almost CD-MDP MA with parameter k
is less than that of the underlying CD-MDP M by at most (1−θ)Rmax
1−γ−γθ+γ2θ .
Proof. See appendix.
5.5 Contributions
In this chapter, I provided what I believe is the first positive result on bounding
the difference between the value of a POMDP and its approximation scheme. The
POMDP classes I considered were the Almost MDP and the Almost Constant-
Delay MDP. I showed that using the MLS heuristic on these types of POMDPs
comes close to attaining the value of the underlying MDP. This may give some
insight into why using MLS heuristics has been a relatively successful strategy
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over a range of POMDP problems even compared to more sophisticated schemes
that try to model the value of information (See [NPB95]). It would be interesting
to find if our results extend to these more complicated schemes.
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CHAPTER 6
SMOOTHED REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING
Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms attempt to learn policies for approximat-
ing the best action to take under uncertainty. However, there are different kinds
of uncertainty we must consider. Model uncertainty reflects our ignorance of the
transition structures of the state space and its associated reward functions. When
model uncertainty is zero, RL reduces to the purely computational task of solv-
ing a Markov Decision Process. In settings where the model is unknown, a wide
variety of learning algorithms such as Sarsa [RN94],Q-learning [Wat89], and E3
[KS02] have been suggested.
On the other hand, there can be observational uncertainty, which reflects un-
certainty about the true state the system is in at any moment. POMDPs maintain
seperate observation models that reflect the evidence available to the agent about
the underlying true state. Here, we consider the problem of Reinforcement Learn-
ing oblivious to observational uncertainty. In other words, we wish to recover
the optimal policy for the underlying MDP, while learning in the POMDP. This
is useful in many cases. Consider an agent that is learning in one context but
executing in another e.g. a robot navigation algorithm that is trained in simula-
tion but tested on a real robot. The simulator will often have simplistic models
of sensor noise that does not apply in reality. It is better to learn a policy for the
underlying state space and then filter through the noise models of the real sensors
than to learn a policy on the belief space of the robot which implicitly assumes
a fixed observation model. An agent that is learning by demonstration from an
expert (apprenticeship learning) can also make use of this approach. It is typically
the case that the observation model of an agent while watching another agent is
different from when it is acting on its own.
First, I study the behaviour of Q-Learning on the Most Likely State (MLS) of
a POMDP. I show using empirical evidence that Q-Learning converges for many
problems that are AMDPs to policies that are close to that of the underlying MDP.
I also show that the policy learned on the AMDP generalizes better than a POMDP
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Algorithm 2 Q-learning on Almost MDPs
Input: Almost MDP 〈S,A, T, γ, R,O, θ〉, Initial state s0.
Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A, sˆ0 ← s0.
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . until Q converges do
Choose at from sˆt using policy derived from Q (e.g. -greedy).
Take action at, collect reward rt and observation ot+1.
Compute bt+1 from bt and ot+1 using the belief tracker. Set sˆt+1 ←
MLS(bt+1).
Q(sˆt, at)
α← rt + γmaxaQ(sˆt+1, a)−Q(sˆt, at)
end for
Return Q.
policy when the observation model is changed.
For Almost CD-MDPs, I introduce the notion of a Smoothed reinforcement
learning algorithm. Many RL algorithms such as Sarsa [RN94] and Q-learning
[Wat89] make aggressive use of bootstrapping i.e. the Q-value of a state-action
pair at time t is adjusted to the value of the next state at time t+1, called the backup
value. In a Smoothed RL algorithm (Section 6.2), we delay the learning step until
a better MLS state estimate is obtained at the later time step t+ k (i.e. after more
observations are made). Again, this learning procedure converges to a policy that
is close to optimal for the underlying MDP, since it ignores the instantanenous
observational uncertainty at t. Smoothing can be applied to any RL algorithm
that uses temporal differencing. It can also be generalized into a variability trace
framework that spreads the smoothing over multiple future time steps analogous
to eligibility traces or TD(λ) methods.
6.1 Reinforcement Learning on Almost MDPs
In Table 6.1 we present our algorithm for RL on Almost MDPs which is a
straightforward adaptation of standard online Q-learning [Wat89]. We keep track
of the current belief state of the AMDP while learning, but our goal is find a close
to optimalQ function for the underlying MDP. A belief tracker is used to maintain
the belief state over the current underlying state as observations are collected. The
update of the belief state is given by:
bt+1(s|ot+1) = Pr(ot+1|s, at)
Pr(ot+1|at, bt)
∑
s′∈S
Pr(s|s′, at)bt(s′)
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where Pr(ot+1|at, bt) =
∑
s′∈S Pr(ot+1|s′, at)
∑
s′′∈S Pr(s
′|s′′, at)bt(s′′). After
the new belief state is computed, the most-likely state sˆt of bt is chosen and the
Q-learning update is performed on it:
Qt+1(sˆt, at)← (1− α)Qt+1(sˆt, at) + α(rt + γmax
a
Q(sˆt+1, a))
Since we have an AMDP with parameter θ, the update is made to the “cor-
rect” underlying state st with probability θ. Unfortunately, this condition is not
sufficient to prove that AMDP Q-learning converges asymptotically to the opti-
mal Q-function Q∗ of the underlying MDP. However, we adduce experimental
evidence to show that this is indeed the case for a variety of MDPs and reasonable
values of θ.
In figure 6.1, we show an example taken from [SJJ94] of a POMDP where the
optimal policy for the POMDP can be arbitrarily worse than the optimal policy
on the underlying MDP. The oval around the two state 1a and 1b show that they
are confounded in the same belief state i.e. it is impossible to distinguish between
the two states from the observation model. Tthe optimal return in the MDP is
R
1−γ since by knowing which state we are in we can get the maximum reward by
knowing which action to take. The best deterministic policy on the POMDP can
only acheive at best a return of R − 2γR
1−γ since it remains in the same belief state
forever.
If we assume that our belief state has the AMDP property with some parameter
θ, then the situation improves significantly. In figure 6.1 we show learning curves
for Q-learning on this AMDP with varying values of θ. θ = 0 corresponds to the
confounded belief state case, where as expected no convergence occurs and the
policy is worthless. However, even for θ = 0.8, we can see that the Q function
converges rather fast and its value is close to the optimal (θ = 1). For these
experiments, an -greedy policy was used for exploration with  = 0.1. The
learning rate, α was set to 0.1 at the beginning and gradually decreased during the
training.
In Figure 6.3 we show similar learning curves for Q-learning on a 25-state
randomly generated AMDP with different values of θ. The observation model
sampled the true state with probability θ and a random other state with probability
(1−θ). Again, for various values of θ upto 0.8 convergence of the Q function still
occured but again to values short of the true values. The policy itself was found to
be identical to the optimal policy of the MDP in all cases except θ = 0.8, where it
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Figure 6.1: Learning Curves for Q-learning on the Almost MDP in figure 6.1.
On the X-axis we plot number of time steps and on the Y-axis we measure the
distance between the Q function learned so far and the optimal. Best viewed in
color.
differed for 3 states.
In figure 6.4 we show the performance of AMDP Q-learning on a Gridworld
problem shown in figure 6.5(a). Again, policies learned on the AMDPs perform
close to optimal, though in this case the convergence is not as smooth. Interest-
ingly, the Q value reaches its threshold value fastest in the θ = 0.8 case instead
of θ = 1. We conjecture that this is because the observational uncertainty in
the AMDPs causes the actions taken by Q learning to be more exploratory at the
beginning.
6.1.1 What does Q-Learning learn on AMDPs?
[SJJ94] studied the convergence of Q learning on POMDPs with memoryless poli-
cies (policies defined on the current observation alone). They showed that for a
finite observation spaceO, Q-learning converges with probability 1 to the solution
of the following system of equations:
Q(o, a) =
∑
s∈S
P (s|o, a)[R(s, a) + γ
∑
o′∈O
∑
s′
(P a(s, s′)P (o′|s′)) max
a∈A
Q(o′, a′)]
(6.1)
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Figure 6.2: POMDP with confounded states reproduced from [SJJ94].
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Figure 6.3: Learning Curves for Q-learning on randomly generated 25 state MDP
with various degrees of observational uncertainty. On the X-axis we plot number
of time steps and on the Y-axis we measure the distance between the Q function
learned so far and the optimal. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 6.4: Learning Curves for Q-learning on the Gridworld problem in figure
6.5(a) with various degrees of observational uncertainty. On the X-axis we plot
number of time steps and on the Y-axis we measure the distance between the Q
function learned so far and the optimal. Best viewed in color.
As described in the paper, in general this will be different from the expected
Q function of the underlying MDP, Es∼Pr(s|o)[Q(s, a)|o]. Thus the value of a
POMDP and its underlying MDP can diverge.
For AMDPs, we can define an “auxillary” observation space Oˆ by associating
an observation oˆs ∈ Oˆ with each underlying state s. The AMDP can be viewed as
a POMDP 〈S,A, T, γ, R, Oˆ〉with memoryless policies defined on Oˆ. Equation 6.1
would then be directly applicable. Ideally, we could use this to show a relationship
between QAMDP and QMDP . However, this turns out to be difficult since the
bound Pr(s|oˆs) > θ does not necessarily imply a bound on Pr(oˆs|s) as this also
depends on the probability mass of s in other belief states.
Another comparison between POMDPs and AMDPs can be made by con-
sidering the effect of different observation models in training and testing. It
is frequently the case that the environment in which a RL agent is trained will
differ from the one it is supposed to operate in, particularly in the obervation
model. For example, an autopilot program might be trained using a flight simu-
lator where Gaussian noise is added to the state variables to simulate uncertainty.
The situations it finds itself during operation on an aircraft could have highly non-
systematic noise profiles. A disadvantage of learning policies for POMDPs is that
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(a) A 5x5 Gridworld problem.
(b) Observation Models for Gridworld Prob-
lems. When the agent is at the state represented
by the black square, he observes his location as
the black square with probability θ = 0.8 and
as the hatched square with probability 0.2.
Figure 6.5: Experiments on switching Observation models
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Obs Model N Obs Model E Obs Model W Obs Model S
Obs Model N 8.47 7.82 5.54 3.19
Obs Model E 5.21 9.62 4.33 4.49
Obs Model W 5.84 6.20 8.10 6.75
Obs Model S 3.85 6.71 4.60 8.66
Table 6.1: Performance of POMDP Q-Learning. For each column a policy was
learned using the corresponding observation model. The average value acheived
by that policy tested with each of the other observation models (along each row)
is shown.
they tend to be biased by the characteristics of the particular observation model
used and perform poorly if it is replaced with a different one.
We show an example of this in the Gridworld problem in figure 6.5(a). We
consider four possible observation models(shown in figure 6.5(b)). In each of
them, the sensor returns the current location of the robot with probability θ = 0.8,
and otherwise systematically errs in one direction (north, east, west or south).
UsingQ-learning on the belief state of the POMDP (an s dimensional vector) with
a linear function approximator (see [SB98]), seperate policies were learned for
each observation model. They were then tested on each of the other observation
models (Table 6.1.1). As expected, each policy performed close to optimally when
the same observation model was used (the diagonal of table 6.1.1). However there
was a significant drop in performance (measured in mean Q-value) when tested
with different observation models.
The same experiment using Q-learning on the AMDP shows much less varia-
tion(Table 6.1.1). While the value obtained by each policy on its own observation
model is not as high as in the POMDP, the values obtained on other observation
models do not drop off as much. Intuitively, Q-learning for the AMDP is trying to
learn the optimal policy for the MDP, ignoring the effect of observational uncer-
tainty. While this is obviously sub-optimal for the POMDP, it helps it generalize
well to other observation models.
6.2 Smoothed Q-learning on Almost CD-MDPs
Smoothing is a common operation in belief tracking algorithms to determine the
most likely state at time t given all evidence up to time t + k(k > 0). We define
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Obs Model N Obs Model E Obs Model W Obs Model S
Obs Model N 6.73 6.47 6.42 6.27
Obs Model E 6.42 6.55 6.05 6.49
Obs Model W 6.35 6.20 6.71 6.51
Obs Model S 6.38 6.41 6.30 6.92
Table 6.2: Performance of AMDP Q-Learning. For each column a policy was
learned using the corresponding observation model. The average value acheived
by that policy tested with each of the other observation models (along each row)
is shown.
Algorithm 3 Smoothed Q-learning on Almost CD-MDPs
Input: Almost CD-MDP 〈S,A, T, γ, R,O, θ, k〉, Initial state s0.
Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A, sˆ0 ← s.
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . until Q converges do
Choose at from sˆt using policy derived from Q (e.g. -greedy).
Take action at, collect reward rt, Compute bt+1.
Put (t, at, rt) onto UPDATEQUEUE.
if t > k then
Pop (t− k + 1, at−k+1, rt−k+1) from the top of UPDATEQUEUE.
Compute btt−k+1 by smoothing from current belief state bt. Set sˆt−k+1 =
MLS(btt−k+1).
Q(sˆt−k, at−k)
α← rt−k + γmaxaQ(sˆt−k+1, at−k+1)−Q(sˆt−k, at−k)
end if
end for
Return Q.
bt+kt to be the smoothed belief state at time t from time t+ k. In other words, b
t+k
t
is the distribution given by,
bt+kt = Pr(st|ot+k, at+k)
bt = b
t
t is called the instantaneous belief at time t.
Algorithm 6.2 is an adaptation of Q learning for Almost-CDMDPs. The ma-
jor difference is the use of smoothing before performing the update step. After
receiving the experience tuple 〈at, rt〉, the algorithm defers the actual Q-function
update to the later time step t + k. At that point, it uses the MLS state for the
smoothed belief bt+kt to perform a delayed update for time step t. From the almost
CD-MDP property we know that bt+kt (s) > θ for some s ∈ S. Therefore with
probability θ, the update is done to the “correct” underlying state. This makes the
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Figure 6.6: (Top) Robot has equal belief about location of person at time t. (Mid-
dle) At time t + k, robot sees the person in office and the corresponding belief
about person location (Bottom) Smoothed belief at time t+ 1
algorithm exactly analogous to Algorithm 6.1 on AMDPs and so the results of
section 6.1 directly apply.
We illustrate the use of smoothing in RL with a simple example (Figure 6.6).
Consider a mobile service robot learning to perform multiple delivery tasks. Sup-
pose it has picked up a letter and is trying to decide whether to look for the re-
cepient in his office or the kitchen. In the true state st (unknown to the robot), the
person is in the office but in the robot’s belief state, bt, there is uncertainty over
his location. Suppose the robot does ordinary Q-learning on the state space (the
information-state MDP). It takes an action at which moves it from true state st
to st+1, and from belief state bt to bt+1. It now adjusts Q(bt, at) to be closer to
rt + γmaxaQ(bt+1, a). This is called a backup in RL. Unfortunately, the backup
target could be very different from the true value rt + γQ(st+1, a), due to uncer-
tainty over the location of the person in bt+1. Using Algorithm 6.2 on the Almost
CD-MDP however uses the observation made at time t+k to improve the state es-
timate sˆt used in learning. Thus the algorithm will converge faster to the Q-value
of the underlying MDP.
6.3 µ-Smoothed RL and Variability Traces
The smoothed RL algorithm requires knowing the smoothing delay parameter k.
If our problem is not a CD-MDP, we can not be sure what value to assign to
k. However we can generalize Algorithm 6.2 to a procedure that smooths over
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multiple time steps simultaneously. This is analogous to TD(λ) (See [SB98]).
Instead of taking a multi-step backup, we spread the single-step backup δt =
rt + γQ(MLS(bt+1), at+1) over multiple future time steps:
δt,µ = (1− µ)
∞∑
k=0
µkδt+kt (6.2)
where δt+kt = rt + γQ(MLS(b
t+k
t+1), at+1)−Q(MLS(bt), at) and µ < 1 is the
smoothing parameter. Here the smoothing does not happen at any particular time
step but is spread over all future time steps at a rate controlled by the parameter µ.
We call the resulting algorithm µ-Smoothed Q-Learning. Observe that,
E[δt,µ] = (1− µ)
∞∑
k=0
µkE[δt+kt ]
= (1− µ)
∞∑
k=0
µk[r + γQt(sˆt+1, at)−Qt(sˆt, at)]
=
1− µ
1− µ [r + γQt(sˆt+1, at)−Qt(sˆt, at)]
= [r + γQt(sˆt+1, at)−Qt(sˆt, at)]
which ensures that when convergence happens, it is to the optimum Q∗ of the
underlying MDP. Equation 6.2 represents the “forward view” of µ-smoothing.
The update is made as if we already knew the smoothed estimates bt+kt . However
these are not obtained until later time steps. To implement µ-smoothing correctly,
we need to be able to add each component of the backup µkδt+kt , as it becomes
available.
In Algorithm 6.3, we present a variability traces approach to µ-smoothing that
represents a “backward view” analagous to eligibility traces for TD(λ). Each time
a state-action pair (s, a) is visited, its Q value starts accumulating backups ac-
cording to Equation 6.2. The value of rt − Q(sˆt, at) is common to each backup
component δt+kt and is therefore added immediately at time step t. The variability
traces ν(s, a) record the last time each belief-state action pair was visited. The
contribution from the current time step to backups for previous time steps is com-
puted from these traces as :
γ(1− µ)µt−ν(s,a)maxa′Q(MLS(btν(s,a)), a′).
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Algorithm 4 µ-Smoothed Q-learning.
Input: Initial belief state b0, µ
Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrarily and ν(s, a) to 0.
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . until Q converges do
Choose at for sˆt using policy derived from Q (e.g. -greedy).
Take action at, observe rt and ot+1. Compute bt+1.
Q(MLS(bt), at)
α← γµt−ν(bt,at)maxa′Q(btν(MLS(bt),at), a′) + [rt −
Q(MLS(bt), at)]
ν(MLS(bt), at)← t
for each s ∈ B, a ∈ A do
Q(s, a)
α← γ(1− µ)µt−ν(s,a)maxa′Q(MLS(btν(s,a)), a′)
end for
end for
for each s ∈ S, a ∈ A.
We use a form of replacing traces: Each time a state-action pair (s, a) is vis-
ited, the previous entry is replaced with a marker to the current time step. The
backup to the (s, a) pair for the previous visit is truncated:
δt,µ = (1− µ)
t′∑
k=0
µkδt+kt + µ
t′+1δt+t
′+1
t (6.3)
where t′ is the next time at which (s, a) is revisited.
Note that these computations are a little inaccurate because changes in the Q
function at future time steps will change the backup values slightly. However these
changes will be slight and will generally not have an effect until much later time
steps where the contribution is negligible. The batch-update version of Algorithm
3 does not have this difficulty since the Q values are not updated till the end of the
episode. In our empirical results, the online version appeared to converge with the
same speed.
6.4 Experiments
In this section we present some empirical evaluations of Smoothed Reinforce-
ment Learning on Delayed Mountain Car, a version of the classic Mountain Car
problem [SB98] with a delay in state observations. It was introduced in the First
Annual Reinforcement Learning Competition. The environment has 2 continous
variables representing car location and speed. The car has 3 actions (forward,
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Figure 6.7: Delayed Mountain Car Results
neutral, reverse) and rewards of −1 for all states except the terminal goal state at
the top of the hill, which has reward 0. A 10 × 10 grid was overlaid and coarse
tiling was used to discretize the feature space. We compared the performance of
Sarsa(0), Sarsa(0.9), Model Based Simulation + Model Parameter Approximation
([WNL07]), and our own 0.5-smoothed Sarsa and 0.9-smoothed Sarsa. The re-
sults (Figure 6.7) show that variability traces outperformed eligibility traces as a
way of accounting for delay in the environment. Since a higher value of µ biases
the smoothing towards backups from later time steps, 0.9-smoothed Sarsa did bet-
ter that 0.5-smoothed Sarsa for higher delay values and vice versa. MBS+MPA
uses a model to simulate steps between delayed and actual state. It is specially
designed for such tasks and is given the length of the delay as input. Our more
general algorithm perform competitively against it over a significant range of de-
lays. The data represents averages over 10 runs with 200 episodes per run. In the
next chapter, we show the performance of Smoothed Q-Learning on a POMDP
problem arising from a robot navigation task.
6.5 Contributions
In this chapter, I extended the investigation of Almost MDPs and Almost CD-
MDPs to finding Reinforcement Learning algorithms suitable for these problems.
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I found that using Q-Learning on the MLS state of an AMDP converges to the
optimal policy for the underlying MDP for sufficiently high θ over a range of
problems. These policies also generalized to changes in observation models better
than the policy learned on the POMDP. I also demonstrated reinforcement learning
in Almost CD-MDPs using smoothing as the key operation. For the case where
the delay in the CD-MDP is not known, I showed a variability traces framework
for Smoothed RL that spreads the smoothed backup step over multiple time steps.
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CHAPTER 7
AN APPLICATION TO ROBOTICS
The goal in this chapter is to make high level decisions for mobile robots. In
particular, given a queue of prioritized object delivery tasks, we wish to find a
sequence of actions in real time to accomplish these tasks efficiently. The solution
uses Smoothed Sarsa (described in chapter 6) to learn a policy for the decision
making problem and introduces Region-based Particle Filters, a more efficient
quasi-topological representation of the state-space. I demonstrate the success of
this approach on the PLAYER/Stage robot simulator and on a Pioneer mobile
robot.
7.1 Introduction
Mobile robots have now been deployed in environments with people including
offices [AV98, MAF+99, MMI+06, Hir07] and hospitals [Eng93, PMP+03]. A
robot assistant can help elderly individuals and nurses in hospitals and long term
care facilities, and provide assistance in home and office environments. Such
robots need to interact with entities in their environment both verbally (e.g. pro-
viding information to people) and physically (e.g. fetching objects). The robot
must plan efficient sequences of actions to accomplish these tasks. This planning
needs to be responsive to new tasks being added dynamically and changes in the
environment.
In this chapter, we are concerned with dynamically planning efficient action
sequences for multiple delivery tasks of the form “Deliver object X to person Y”.
The primitive actions are of the kind “Move to location X”, “Pick Up” and “De-
liver”. I assume that there are low-level controllers and navigational algorithms
available to perform these actions. (though not always successfully).
At every step, the robot needs to decide what action to take to maximize the
expected total reward, given the distribution of the tasks and the belief state over
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entity locations. This can be modeled as a POMDP with significant observational
uncertainty caused by noisy sensors. I describe how Smoothed Sarsa can be used
to efficiently learn a policy in simulation then transfered to a real robot for execu-
tion.
The second contribution is the use of a quasi-topological representation of the
state-space for decision making. When making decisions about what action to
take next, the exact position of an object or person is of little relevance. What
matters is the probability that the entity is at some approximate region, such as
in front of his desk or on the kitchen table. The entity-tracking algorithm used, a
region-based particle-filter, is specially designed to exploit this property.
POMDP’s have been applied extensively in the past [TK04, KS98, SK95,
SV04] to robot navigation and some crude forms of decision-making. The ap-
plicability of these approaches are limited by the high dimensional discretization
of space they use, hand tuning of policy, and the excessive time taken to learn a
good policy. This is the first work that solves task-level decision making problems
for robots at this level of generality.
We implemented our approach in simulation and on a Pioneer mobile robot
in a 5 room office environment. Smoothed Sarsa managed to learn a good policy
in 3 hours, wheras PERSEUS [SV04] took days to return a policy with worse
performance. In simulated trials, the learned policy completed a set of delivery
tasks 30% faster on average than a carefully crafted manual policy.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.2 we describe the
state-space used by the decision making algorithm and the region-based particle
filter. Section 7.3 discusses our observation model for entities and localization.
Section 7.4 presents the Region-based Particle Filter. Section 7.5 presents our ex-
periments. Sections 7.6 and 7.7 discuss related work and conclusions respectively.
7.2 Belief State Representation
I begin by describing the region-based representation we use for the location of
entities (objects or persons). The basic model is a hierarchical Dynamic Bayesian
Network. In this section, I define its state space and transition model.
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7.2.1 State Space
The state space for the Dynamic Bayesian Network is built using a two-layer
representation as shown in figure 7.1. At the top there is a layer of discrete region
variables that represent typical person locations such as in front of the desk, or
besides the water cooler. There are a small number of these regions, and each
region defines a distribution over the exact position of the entity. I associate a two-
dimensional mean vector µr and a 2 × 2 covariance matrix Σr with each region
r. The position variable Xt = (xt, yt) for each entity is drawn from the Gaussian
distribution with parameters (µr,Σr), where r is the corresponding region:
Xt ∼ N(µRt ,ΣRt)
Robot pose is defined by an (x,y,θ) tuple. Observations depend on both entity
positions and the robot pose, since the robot pose is needed to translate the rela-
tive coordinates returned by the sensors into absolute (world) coordinates. These
dependencies are shown in figure 7.2.
7.2.2 Transitions
Transitions can occur at the position level, representing movement by the entity
within the region (e.g. fidgeting in an office chair). We could follow standard
practice and use an Extended Kalman filter to update the position variables. But it
is hard to track this motion accurately as it consists of short movements with time-
scales of the order of our DBN update frequency (1-2 seconds) and is therefore
highly non-linear.
Instead, I model the dynamic behavior of the position variables within a region
by Brownian motion. Specifically, I assume a Gaussian kernel density with a
small base around the current position. When the DBN is updated, a new position
is chosen according to this kernel density, and is then accepted according to the
prior distribution for the current region (i.e. the Gaussian centered at µr). As a
result, in the absence of observations to the contrary, the equilibrium distribution
of the position variables converges on a slow Markov chain back to the region’s
prior by a Metropolis-Hastings [Has70] type process. This matches the behavior
expected from an unobserved entity – it remains in the current region but after
some time could be anywhere within it according to the prior. This stochastic
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process has the added advantage of keeping the variety of the particle set in the
particle filter (see section 7.4) high.
Transitions are also made at the discrete region layer. These represent motion
of the entity from one region to another (e.g. moving from the office to the cof-
fee machine) and happen with very small probability at any particular time step.
When a transition is made from a region Rt = r to another Rt+1 = r′, the po-
sition Xt+1 is drawn from the prior for the new region, i.e. Xt+1 ∼ N(µr′ ,Σr′).
Transitions between successive time slices are shown schematically in figure 7.2.
This representation has a number of advantages:
1. It enables division of information about entity location into two parts rele-
vant - first for modeling and second for decision-making. Transitions occur-
ring at different time scales are separated into different layers to provide a
better model for the long-term entity tracking problem. For example, local
pertubations like fidgeting in an office chair can be modeled using a Gaus-
sian. Task-level decision-making needs to consider only the upper (discrete)
layer of the state space (for example, deliberate movements from conference
room to office desk).
2. It forms the basis of our Region-based Particle Filtering algorithm for entity
tracking, which is demonstrably more efficient and accurate than a standard
bootstrap particle filter. The basic idea is to use the structure of the DBN
to do sampling on a per-region basis. This allows us to tightly control the
movement of probability mass between regions over time. We also adapt the
FastSLAM [MTKW02] trick of conditioning the locations of entities on the
entire history of the robot’s motion, making the filters linearly dependent on
the number of entities.
3. It allows domain knowledge about the environment to be incorporated into
the discrete prior on regions.
7.3 Entity Recognition
Entity observations are made by a combined depth/vision camera apparatus. The
CSEM depth camera [Gud06] reports the presence and coordinates of entities in
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Figure 7.1: Location of entities are modeled by a discrete region variable R, and
a position, 〈x, y〉 whose distribution’s parameters are conditioned on R.
Figure 7.2: The complete DBN. |E| = number of entities.
the robot’s visual field while the vision camera distinguishes between individual
entities.
For person detection, I use the system described in [GDGN08]. Depth in-
formation from the CSEM is used to build horizontal and vertical contour lines of
continuous depth. These extent lines are used as features for the person recognizer,
which is trained using logistic regression. The system returns the maximum likeli-
hood estimate for the coordinates of the person, if one is present, with reasonable
accuracy (within 20 cm). Recognition of other entity types are done similarly.
To distinguish between individual people and objects, we use the vision cam-
era. For simplicity, we implemented a system that identifies people by the color
of their clothing.
7.3.1 Observation Model
In this section, I describe a model for inferring the probability of making an ob-
servation. I will derive the probability in two cases: when an entity is observed in
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Figure 7.3: TORO, the Tracking and Observing RObot. At the top are the CSEM
depth and vision cameras. The SICK laser is used for localization.
the current visual field and when it is not.
For now, I assume that our observation apparatus (cameras and CSEM) can
make observations of a single person at a time. The lowest layer of our DBN
(Figure 7.2) contains an observation variable Ot that takes a structured value
(OIt , O
X
t ). O
I is an indicator variable that is equal to 1 when the entity has been
observed by the observation apparatus, and 0 otherwise. If OI = 1, then the value
of OX is the position (X − Y coordinates) returned by the observation apparatus.
Assume an entity at position Xt = (xt, yt). I assume the observation error has
a Gaussian distribution centered at Xt. The covariance matrix of this distribution,
Σobs is rotated such that the principal axes of the Gaussian are along the normal
and perpendicular from the robot to the position Xt (see fig 7.4(a)). Thus, the
probability of not making an observation of the entity in the current visual field is:
Pr[Ot = (0,−)|Xt] = 1−
∫
A
N(x;Xt,Σobs)dx (7.1)
whereA is the unoccluded region (shown shaded) in the visual field, andN(·;µ,Σ)
is the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ.
For the case where an observation is made, as in figure 7.4(b) (i.e. Ot =
(1, (ox, oy))), we cannot assign to this event a probability equal to the pdf at
(ox, oy) since this would make it asymmetrical w.r.t. the unobserved case. Instead
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(a) Observation model when entity is
missing. Xt is the position of the par-
ticle. The shaded region is propor-
tional to how much the particle is down-
weighted
(b) Observation model when entity
is in the visual field. Xt is the po-
sition of the particle. The shaded
region is proportional to how much
the particle is re-weighted
Figure 7.4: Updating of particles based on field of view and obstacles (including
walls) in the environment.
I associate the event of making an observation (1, (ox, oy)) with the hypothesis
that the error in the observation is at least ‖ ox − xt, oy − yt ‖:
Pr(Ot = (1, (ox, oy))|Xt = (xt, yt)) = (7.2)
erf(|x− xt| > |ox − xt|, |y − yt| > |oy − yt|; (xt, yt),Σobs)
where erf is the error function (The cdf of the normal distribution). This
corresponds to the area of the shaded region in Figure 7.4(b).
Computing the probability in the observed case presents no problem as it just
involves finding the cdf of a Gaussian. The integral in the unobserved case is
more tricky since it involves occluding areas. I approximate this value by a one
dimensional integration (normalized to 1) of unoccluded points along the major
principal axis X ′ that is perpendicular to the robot pose. The depth of the wall is
obtained from laser range-finder readings.
7.3.2 Robot Localization
Now I describe the localization algorithm used by the robot for tracking its po-
sition over time. This is important, because our entity-tracking algorithm makes
use of certain conditional independencies exhibited by the localizer.
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I use FastSLAM [MTKW02], a modified form of Monte Carlo Localization,
which is an application of particle filters to robot localization. Here, each particle
maintains a guess of the path taken by the robot through the environment. The set
of particles at time t is represented by:
St = {st,[m]}m = {(s[m]1 , s[m]2 , . . . , s[m]t )}m
where the superscript [m] refers to them’th particle and the superscript t refers
to the set of variables from time 1 to time t. St is computed recursively from
St−1 by the standard Bootstrap algorithm [DdFG01]. Briefly, it first generates
a candidate pose at time t for each particle st−1,m from a probabilistic motion
model:
q
[m]
t ∼ p(·|ut, s[m]t−1)
where ut is the control at time t. This new pose q
[m]
t is appended to the set of poses
in st−1,[m] and the resulting particles stored in a temporary set T . Each particle in
this set is weighted by an importance factor given by:
w
[m]
t =
p(qt,[m]|zt, ut)
p(qt,[m]|zt−1, ut)
where zt is the set of observations (made using the SICK laser range-finder) until
time t.
St is then computed by sampling from the temporary set T weighted by the
importance factors. It is easy to check that if St−1 is distributed according to
p(st−1,[m]|zt−1, ut−1) then St will be drawn from p(st,[m]|zt, ut). Lastly note that
only the most recent pose estimate st−1 is used to generate St. Therefore, each
particle only needs to store the latest pose and forget the others.
7.4 Region-based Particle Filtering
Particle filters are used for tracking the posterior distribution of entity locations
since updating cannot be done in closed form for our model. The bottleneck in
the running of the particle filter is the latency induced by the observation system
(camera + classifier), which can take upto 0.5 seconds to return a result. We update
our filter only when a new observation is available since it makes little sense to do
so otherwise. This gives us a natural time-scale for the DBN.
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1. Generate a new particle pit as follows: For each pit−1 ∈ Pt−1
(a) Generate a new region pit.r for pit using the transition model for region
pit−1.r.
(b) If pit.r 6= pit.r, generate the position (pit.x, pit.y) from the prior for pit.r
(c) Else, generate the position (pit.x, pit.y) from the motion model for pit.
2. Apply the Observation model.
If (Ot == (1, (ox, oy))), set the weight of pit,
wi = Pr(Ot = (1, (ox, oy))|(pit.x, pit.y)) (Eq. 7.3).
else
set wi = Pr[Ot = (0,−)|(pit.x, pit.y)] (Eq. 7.1).
3. For each region r,
(a) Set Pt,r = {pit|pit.r = r}, Pt,r = ∅,Wr =
∑
Pt,r
wi
(b) If var({wi|pi ∈ Pt,r}) < σthresh, Pt,r = Pt,r
(c) Else
i. d ∼ Uniform(0,W−1r )
ii. For k = 0, 1 . . . bWrc
A. Add the particle corresponding to weight d+ kW−1r to Pt,r.
4. Set Pt = ∪rPt,r
Table 7.1: Region-based Particle Filter update at time step t+ 1. Pt is the particle
set at time t. p.r, p.x, p.y are the region, x and y positions respectively of particle
p.
Our region-based particle filter is based on the Bootstrap filter [DdFG01]. The
update step at time-step t is shown in figure 7.4. Each particle has a value for
the region and position variables. First, we apply the transition model for regions
to each particle individually. If this causes a particle to move to a new region r′,
its new position is sampled from the prior for r. Otherwise we apply the motion
model for position variables (Sec. 7.2.2).
Next we compute the weight for each particle , i.e. probability of the current
observation given the hypothesis represented by the particle that the entity is at a
particular position (See section 7.3.1).
Finally we perform the resampling step. The crucial point here is that the re-
sampling is done on a per-region basis in such a way as to keep the total weight of a
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given region equal to the total weight of all the particles in that region. This allows
us to keep the probability mass of each region tightly controlled. Essentially, the
only way for mass to shift from one region to another is through the transition
model. Thus the estimates of the discrete probabilities at the region layers will
be highly accurate, even if the distribution of the position variables are not. This
improves the performance of planning algorithms that use only the discrete region
values for decision-making. It also prevents particles from overlapping regions
being confused.
Re-sampling is not done at every step, but only when the empirical variance
of the particle weights for a region is below a fixed threshold. The idea is that it
is advantageous to re-sample when the weights are concentrated on a small set of
particles in the region.
We also use a sequential stochastic process during re-sampling instead of gen-
erating each new particle individually. The idea is to first generate a random num-
ber t in the range [0,W−1] where W is the total weight. Then the set of samples
returned correspond to the weights t, t+W−1, t+ 2W−1, . . . . This process while
being only slightly less random than the naive one, reduces the complexity of
the re-sampling from O(M logM) to O(M), where M is the number of particles
[TBF05b].
Note that there is some similarity between our region-based algorithm and
stratified sampling [TBF05b]. In stratified sampling, the partitions of the parti-
cles are chosen arbitrarily, rather than based on the value of one of the sampled
variables, and the purpose there is variance reduction rather than controlling the
probability masses of the partitions. Our method has all the advantages of strati-
fied sampling and the ones described above.
It might be useful to combine our work with a KLD-sampling strategy [D.03]
that adapts the number of particles on a per-region basis.
7.4.1 Multiple Entities
Tracking multiple entities can be efficiently done by using separate particle fil-
ters. Observe that in our model the only correlations between entity locations are
those induced by the robot pose, upon which the observations of all the entities
depend (see Figure 7.2). It is easy to see however, that the location of two enti-
ties are conditionally independent of each other given the complete history of the
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robot’s motion (i.e. robot poses at all time steps). As described in section 7.3.2,
the localizer represents this information in each particle, and therefore separate
particle filters can be used for tracking the location of each entity. This brings
down the dependence of the size of the particle filter on the number of entities,
from exponential to linear.
7.4.2 Comparison with Rao-Blackwellization
Rao-Blackwellization [DdFG01] is a standard technique, where a portion of the
state space is tracked analytically while the rest is sampled. We experimented with
Rao-Blackwellizing our model by sampling the region variables and updating the
positions using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). However, complications are
introduced by the observation model, which prevent updates from being made in
closed form in the EKF. Essentially, when the camera views part of a region and
does not find an entity there, then every particle from that region has to be split
into two, representing the observed and unobserved parts of the region respec-
tively. The observed part will then be downweighted. In the limiting case, as the
regions keep splitting, we end up with a large number of regions, which is practi-
cally equivalent to having sampled the position variables directly in the first place.
Hence we chose not to use Rao-Blackwellization.
7.5 Experiments
We applied these methods to robot delivery tasks in simulation and on a real robot.
We considered n-object n-person delivery scenarios in a 5-room office environ-
ment, with varying n. Reinforcement learning was done in the simulation over
the course of thousands of scenarios to learn a good policy for this task, and then
transferred to a real robot. The actions available to the robot were:
1. Move towards region r for t seconds.
2. Pickup object x from region r.
3. Deliver currently held object to person x in region r.
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The robot gets a reward for completing each task proportional to its priority.
The Q function was represented in the following parametrized form:
Q(s, a) u
n∑
i=1
wiφi(s, a) = w · φ(s, a) (7.3)
where φ = φ1, . . . , φn is a vector of fixed feature functions and w = w1, . . . , wn
is a vector of weights. The feature functions are chosen to encode properties of
the state and action that are relevant to determining the Q value. The feature
vector used to approximate the Q function (Equation 7.3) was composed of rele-
vant state variables such as Pr(Entity e in Region r), distance(entity e, region r),
IsVisible(region r, region r′) and others. We also used some non-linear functions
of these basic features (such as Pr(Entity e in Region r)distance(entity e, region r) ) to capture any non-linear de-
pendence the Q∗ function has on the state.
Even with just two delivery tasks we can expect very complex behaviour from
the optimal policy. Suppose for example, the robot was in a position to immedi-
ately pick up either of the two objects. It would generally prefer the task for which
its belief about the person’s location was more certain in the current state. But this
could change if one task had greater priority than the other or if choosing the other
task meant that unexplored regions of the environment could be visited and new
observations made. When choosing its next action, the robot must not only con-
sider regions that are likely to have relevant entities, but also the distances to them
and the visibility of other regions from there. We shall show that the learned
policy exhibits these behaviours, and finds near-optimal tradeoffs between them.
7.5.1 Entity Tracking
We compared the performance of the region-based particle filter against a baseline
bootstrap filter without any region representation by running 100 real-time sim-
ulations of the multiple entity delivery task described above in PLAYER’s robot
simulator [GVH03a]. The manual policy describe above was used in conjunction
with both belief-tracking algorithms. We demonstrate the improvement in the
state tracking by measuring the mean-time to completion of all the tasks in both
cases. The results in Figure 7.5 clearly show that the region-based particle filter
dominates. Note that this is not the running time of the algorithm, but the simu-
lation time taken by the robot to complete the task. More time is wasted by the
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of mean completion time for all delivery tasks using
region-based particle filter versus Bootstrap.
robot before completing the task for the baseline filter. This implies that our belief
tracker is more accurate and the improvement is more than linear, suggesting that
region-based tracking shows better long-term memory than the bootstrap filter.
Images from a demo of the robot in action are shown in figure 7.6 1 . Here the
robot is performing a single delivery task. Using the RBPF, it is able to keep track
of multiple entities for extended periods of time even after it loses sight of them.
The environment is quite cluttered, with other objects and people.
7.5.2 Policy in Simulation
We used Smoothed Sarsa to learn a policy for the multiple delivery problem in
the Player/Stage simulator [GVH03b]. We generated thousands of scenarios with
varying region parameters and entity locations. The simulated robot uses a laser
range-finder for localization and a blob detector to detect and recognize entities.
Using the Region-based Particle Filter for entity tracking and Smoothed Sarsa
for reinforcement learning, we converged on an approximately optimal policy in 3
hours with 25,000 simulations. In comparison running the state of the art POMDP
solver PERSEUS [SV04] on the same problem took 2 days to terminate and could
only find a successful policy for single delivery tasks.
In figures 7.7 and 7.8 we compare the qualitative performance of the policy
1We use Player [GVH03a] to control the pioneer robot, with Stage as a simulator. The Wave-
front algorithm is used for computing the plan as a set of way-points. A Vector Field Histogram
handles real time obstacle avoidance.
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Figure 7.6: Particle filter with beliefs for robot and person position (best viewed in
color). Person particles are shown with black squares. Object particles are shown
with red circles. Robot position is shown as an unfilled circle. Ordered from left
to right, Top row: (i) Prior belief at start (ii) After person is detected (iii) Belief as
robot is leaving the room and person is no longer seen, Second Row: (iv) Before
entering the room on the right (v) After object is recognized (vi) Robot in corridor
but new position of person is not seen. Third Row: (vii) After person is seen
again (viii) Robot approaching its planned position and does not find the person
(ix) Robot replans and find person.
learned by Smoothed Sarsa and a manually crafted basline policy. The manual
policy does each task in order of priority, and when searching for an entity, it
visits the regions in order of maximum likelihood. The smoothed-sarsa policy
demonstrates more intelligent behaviour than the manual one. The manual policy
starts out looking for the first object in the leftmost room and keeps looking for it
without switching tasks after it sees the second object. Consequently it must move
back and forth between the two ends of the office 3 times to complete all the tasks.
The smoothed sarsa policy moves to the rightmost room first because it recognizes
that the probability of completing some task is greatest there. It decides to do the
second delivery task since both the object and the person are in the same room.
It then completes the first task, moving across to the left room just once. The
total run time was 50 seconds for the sarsa policy and 118 seconds for the manual
policy.
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Number Mean total completion time (seconds)
of tasks Smoothed Sarsa Policy Manual Policy
2 153 263
4 287 502
6 392 718
8 495 878
10 620 1021
Table 7.2: Mean completion times for delivery tasks with Smoothed Sarsa and
Manual policy
In Table 7.2, I show the mean performance of Smoothed Sarsa and the manual
policy against the number of delivery tasks. These numbers were averaged over
100 trials. Smoothed Sarsa consistently performs better.
7.5.3 Policy on Robot
For our experiments we used a Pioneer mobile robot with 3 sensors: a SICK laser
rangefinder for localization, a Swissranger depth camera for person detection and
a Ueye vision camera for object recognition. We used PLAYER [GVH03b] to
control the robot. The person detector uses the LASIK library and objects are
detected by matching patterns imprinted on the object. The policy learned in sim-
ulation was tranferred to the robot with no modification (the implementation of
action primitives and the observation model had to be changed). We tested the
policy in an office environment with the same map as in simulation, but with dif-
ferent regions specified. Frames from a video of the robot executing a 2-object
task are shown in Figure 7.9. The environment is quite cluttered with other ob-
jects and persons. The robot does not physically pick up and deliver objects but
indicates on its display when it would execute such actions with its actuators.
7.6 Related Work
There have been other attempts at high level planning using POMDPs dealing with
both noisy speech input and path planning. In particular, Pineau et. al. [PMP+03]
built a high level control and dialog management system using a robot and person
location, person’s speech commands, and goals (motion, reminders, information).
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They learnt a policy using a hierarchical decomposition of POMDPs that asked
for confirmations to reduce uncertainty. However they made a strong assumption
that the domain possesses structure that can be expressed via an action hierarchy.
Schmidt-Rohr et. al. [SRKLD08, SRLD08] built a POMDP with 200 states and
11 actions for a fetch and delivery task. However, their policy is manual and not
learnt. Spaan et. al. [SV04] perform both localization and path planning using
POMDPs. They discretize a multiple room environment into a 500 position grid
and performs an object delivery task from a group of static pickup grid locations
to a static group of delivery grid locations, with an extra bit for carrying mail.
However their policy does not consider the interesting features of decision making
that we have, and in fact can be thought of as solving multiple path planning
problems.
The closest work in the reinforcement community to our Smoothed Sarsa al-
gorithm is that by Walsh et. al. [WNL07] on learning with delayed rewards, a
setting where rewards are received by the agent only after some delay.
Past work on entity tracking has concentrated on tracking movement of peo-
ple in the immediate neighborhood of the mobile robot over short time periods
using lasers and RFID sensors [MTW02, SBFC03, BBCT05]. However, these ap-
proaches focus on short-term tracking and lose track of the entity within seconds
of it going out of the field of view. In addition, lasers cannot recognize people
except as dynamic obstacles in the environment and the wide-scale use of RFIDs
is impractical.
7.7 Contributions
In this chapter I propose a framework for learning to do task-level decision mak-
ing on robots. The major contribution is the application of Smoothed Sarsa to a
real-life reinforcement learning problem i.e. object delivery on robots. I showed
that Smoothed Sarsa leads to faster task completion times and higher values then a
manual policy. It can learn a policy orders of magnitude faster than previous pol-
icy search algorithms when significant observational uncertainty exists. I demon-
strated results on the Player/Stage simulator and have shown successful task com-
pletions using the same policy on a Pioneer robot.
Second, I introduced the region-based particle filter for tracking people and
objects in the environment. The algorithm emphasizes the accurate tracking of
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the discrete region variables, which are more useful for decision making, at the
expense of precise positional estimates.
It is possible to extend this work to tasks other than object delivery, such as
recycling and robot relocalization. The same methods should apply with appro-
priate modifications to the Q function representation. For further generality, the
locations of the regions and the transition model could be learned from clustering
real-world observations of peoples’ behaviour over time.
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Figure 7.7: Manual policy using Stage simulator. The top image in each frame is a
snapshot from the simulator and the bottom is a visualization of the robot’s belief
state and current action. The line joining the robot to the region shows the region
that the robot is moving to. Ordering from left to right (best viewed in color). TOP
ROW (a) Robot initialized with priors (b) Robot looking for the first object in the
left room based on prior (c) first object not found but first person found. MIDDLE
LOW (d) Robot looking for the first object in right room (e) second object found.
Robot next navigates to top part of room. BOTTOM ROW (f) First object found
and picked up. Robot navigating to first person in left room (g) After delivering
first object, robot navigating to second object (h) Robot picks up second object
and navigates to second person in the right room (i) Second object delivered.
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Figure 7.8: Smoothed Sarsa policy using Stage simulator. The top image in each
frame is a snapshot from the simulator and the bottom is a visualization of the
robot’s belief state and current action. The line joining the robot to the region
shows the region that the robot is moving to. Ordering from left to right (best
viewed in color). TOP ROW (a) Robot going to left room to look for first object
(b) Robot sees second object and picks it up (c) Second object is being delivered
to the second person BOTTOM ROW (d) Robot moving to the first object in the
same right room (e) Robot looking for first person in the left room (f) First object
delivered.
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Figure 7.9: Smoothed Sarsa policy on the TORO robot. The line joining the robot
to the region shows the region that the robot is moving to. Ordering from left to
right (best viewed in color). TOP ROW (a) Robot going to left room to look for
object (b) Robot looking at a different region for object (c) Robot finds the first
object in the corner of the left room SECOND ROW (d) First object picked up
(e) Robot navigating to the first person (f) First person as seen through the glass
THIRD ROW (g) First object delivered to the first person. (h) Robot looking for
the second object (i) Robot navigating to the second object. FOURTH ROW (j)
Robot picks the second object and looks for second person in the right room (k)
Robot navigating to person in the second room (l) Robot delivered second object
to second person.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
Reinforcement Learning is a complex learning paradigm. The basic algorithms
and techniques have reached a level of maturity and applications have proliferated.
However many extensions and variations of the basic formulation can be made and
indeed, have practical applications in the real world. In my thesis I focused on the
implications of our knowledge of reward functions and ignorance of observation
models. I showed that we can gain insight into how decision making can be done
optimally and intelligently in these situations by analyzing models of decision
making in classical RL problems. Of course, I have only skimmed the surface of
what can be done by varying the problem parameters. However, from the evidence
presented here, I believe we can conclude that:
Solutions for more general Reinforcement Learning problems can be found by
analyzing models of the decision making process in simpler ones.
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APPENDIX A
PROOFS FOR CHAPTER 2
Theorem A.1. Given a distribution P (R) over reward functions R for an MDP
(S,A, T, γ), the loss function Lppolicy(R, pi) is minimized for all p by pi
∗
M , the opti-
mal policy for the Markov Decision Problem M = (S,A, T, γ, EP [R]).
Proof. From the Bellman equations (1.1) we can derive the following:
V pi(R) = (I − γT pi)−1R (A.1)
where T pi is the |S| × |S| transition matrix for policy pi. Thus, for a state s ∈ S
and fixed pi, the value function is a linear function of the rewards:
V pi(s,R) = w(s, pi) ·R
where w(s, pi) is the s’th row of the coefficient matrix (I − γT pi)−1 in (A.1).
Suppose we wish to maximize E[V pi(s,R)] alone. Then,
max
pi
E[V pi(s,R)] = max
pi
E[w(s, pi) ·R] = max
pi
w(s, pi) · E[R]
By definition this is equal to V ∗M(s), the optimum value function for M , and
the maximizing policy pi is pi∗M , the optimal policy for M . Thus for all states
s ∈ S, E[V pi(s,R)] is maximum at pi = pi∗M .
But V ∗(s,R) ≥ V pi(s,R) for all s ∈ S, reward functions R, and policies pi.
Therefore
E[Lppolicy(pi)] = E(‖ V ∗(R)− V pi(R) ‖p)
is minimized for all p by pi = pi∗M .
Lemma A.2. Let F (·) be a positive real valued function defined on the cube {x ∈
Rn| − d ≤ xi ≤ d} for some positive d, satisfying for all λ ∈ [0, 1] and some α, β
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ α ‖ x− y ‖∞
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and
f(λx+ (1− λ)y) ≥ λf(x) + (1− λ)f(y)− β
where f(x) = logF (x). Then the Markov chain induced by GridWalk (and
hence PolicyWalk) on F rapidly mixes to within  of F in O(n2d2α2e2β log 1

)
steps.
Proof. See [AK93].
Theorem A.3. Given an MDP M = (S,A, T, γ) with |S| = N , and a distri-
bution over rewards P (R) = PrX (R|OX ) defined by (2.1) with uniform prior
PR over C = {R ∈ Rn| − Rmax ≤ Ri ≤ Rmax}. If Rmax = O(1/N) then P
can be efficiently sampled (within error ) in O(N2 log 1/) steps by algorithm
PolicyWalk.
Proof. Since the uniform prior is the same for all points R, we can ignore it for
sampling purposes along with the normalizing constant. Therefore, let f(R) =
αXE(OX ,R). Now choose some arbitrary policy pi and let
fpi(R) = αX
∑
i
Qpi(s, ai,R)
Note that fpi is a linear function of R and f(R) ≥ fpi(R), for all R ∈ C. Also
we have,
max
s,a
Q∗(s, a) = max
s,a,pi
Qpi(s, a) = max
s,pi
V pimax(s) ≤
Rmax
1− γ
Similarly, mins,aQ∗(s, a) ≥ −Rmax1−γ . Therefore, f(R) ≤ αXNRmax1−γ and fpi(R) ≥
−αXNRmax
1−γ and hence
fpi(R) ≥ f(R)− 2αXNRmax
1− γ
So for allR1,R2 ∈ C and λ ∈ [0, 1],
f(λR1 + (1− λ)R2) ≥ fpi(λR1 + (1− λ)R2)
≥ λfpi(R1) + (1− λ)fpi(R2)
≥ λf(R1) + (1− λ)f(R2)
− 2αXNRmax
1− γ
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Therefore, f satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.2 with β = 2αXNRmax
1−γ =
2N · O( 1N )
1−γ = O(1) and
α =
|f(R1)− f(R2)|
‖ R1 −R2 ‖∞ ≤
2αXNRmax
(1− γ)O( 1
N
)
= O(N)
Hence the Markov chain induced by the GridWalk algorithm (and the PolicyWalk
algorithm) on P mixes rapidly to within  of P in a number of steps equal to
O(N2 1
N2
N2eO(1) log 1/) = O(N2 log 1/).
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APPENDIX B
PROOF FOR CHAPTER 4
Theorem B.1. Let M = (S,A, T, γ, R) be an MDP. Let F : S ×A 7→ R be some
shaping function. Then,
1. If F is potential-based, then every optimal policy for M ′ = (S,A, T, γ, R+
F ) will also be an optimal policy for M (and vice versa).
2. If F is not potential-based, then there exists a transition function T and a
reward function R such that no optimal policy for M ′ is optimal for M .
Proof. The optimal Q function for M , Q∗M satisfies the Bellman equations (1.1),
Q∗M(s, a) = R(s, a) + γEs′∼Psa [max
a′∈A
Q∗M(s
′, a′)]
Subtracting Φ(s) and rearranging terms on the right hand side:
Q∗M(s, a)− Φ(s) = R(s, a) + γEs′∼Psa [Φ(s′)]− Φ(s)
+γEs′∼Psa [max
a′∈A
Q∗M(s
′, a′)− Φ(s′)]
Let QˆM ′(s, a) , Q∗M(s, a)− Φ(s).
QˆM ′(s, a) = R
′(s, a) + γEs′∼Psa [max
a′∈A
QˆM ′(s
′, a′)]
So QˆM ′ satisfies the Bellman equation forM ′ and must be the optimalQ function.
Therefore the optimal policy for M ′ satisfies:
pi∗M ′(s) ∈ argmax
a∈A
Q∗M ′(s, a)
= argmax
a∈A
Q∗M(s, a)− Φ(s)
= argmax
a∈A
Q∗M(s, a)
and so pi∗ is also optimal forM . For the other direction, we can simply interchange
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the roles of M and M ′.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF FOR CHAPTER 5
Theorem C.1. The expected value of the almost MDP M is less than that of its
underlying MDP MA by at most
(1−θ)Rmax
1−γ−γθ+γ2θ .
Proof. Let pi∗ be the optimal policy of M and b1 be a belief state of MA such that
Pr(b1 = s1) > θ for the underlying state s1 of M . We will compare the value
obtained by pi∗ on s1 in M and b1 in MA. For the MDP M ,
V pi
∗
M (s1) = r(s1, a1) + E[γr(s2, a2) + γ
2r(s3, a3) + . . .]
For the Almost MDP MA, we can seperate out
V piAMDPMA (b1) = Pr(b1 = s1)E[V
pi∗
MA
(b1)|b1 = s1] + Pr(b1 6= s1)E[V pi∗MA(b1)|b1 6= s1]
Subtracting,
V pi
∗
M (s1)− V piAMDPMA (b1)
= r(s1, a1) + E[γr(s2, a2) + γ
2r(s3, a3) + . . .]
−[Pr(b1 = s1)E[V pi∗MA(b1)|b1 = s1]
+Pr(b1 6= s1)E[V pi∗MA(b1)|b1 6= s1]]
< r(s1, a1) + E[γr(s2, a2) + γ
2r(s3, a3) + . . .]
−θE[V pi∗MA(b1)|b1 = s1]
< r(s1, a1) + E[γr(s2, a2) + γ
2r(s3, a3) + . . .]
−θ(r(s1, a1) + γE[V pi∗MA(b2)])
< (1− θ)r(s1, a1) + E[γr(s2, a2) + γ2r(s3, a3) + . . .]
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V pi
∗
M (s1)− V piAMDPMA (b1)
−γθ2E[V pi∗MA(b2)|b2 = s2]
< (1− θ)r(s1, a1) + E[γ(1− θ2)r(s2, a2)]
+E[γ2r(s3, a3) + γ
3r(s4, a4) + . . .]
−γ2θ2E[V pi∗MA(b3)]
. . .
< E[(1− θ)r(s1, a1) + γ(1− θ2)r(s2, a2)
+γ3(1− θ3)r(s3, a3) + . . .]
<
(1− θ)Rmax
1− γ − γθ + γ2θ
Note that we are taking the difference of two infinite series above, which is
allowed since they are both absolutely convergent.
Theorem C.2. The expected value of the Almost CD-MDP MA with parameter k
is less than that of the underlying CD-MDP M by at most (1−θ)Rmax
1−γ−γθ+γ2θ .
Proof. Consider the MDP MI = 〈S × Ak, A, T, γ, R〉 with expanded state space
I = S ×Ak. As discussed in section 5.3, the optimal policy piIand value function
V pi for MI , is an optimal policy and value function for the CD-MDP M . Now,
define a POMDP, PI = 〈I, A, T, γ, R, (O,Ak)〉 with belief space BI = B × Ak
where B is the belief space of MA. We can make a similar connection between
optimal policies and value functions for PI and MA. Now, we show that PI is an
AMDP for the MDP M . Indeed,
Pr(it+k = i|ot+k, at:t+k) = Pr(bt = s|ot+k, at+1:t+k)Pr(at+1:t+k)
= Pr(bt = s|ot+k)
> θ
Therefore, the value of PI at belief state bi = (b, a1:k),
VPI [bi] > Es∼b[VMI ((s, a
1:k))]− (1− θ)Rmax
1− γ − γθ + γ2θ
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and therefore,
VMA [b] > Esi∼bi [VM((si, a
1:k))]− (1− θ)Rmax
1− γ − γθ + γ2θ
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